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Bryant welcomes new VP James Damron 

By Dave Nelligan 
Staff Writer 
Bryant University has appointed James Damron 
as the new Vice President ot University Advance­
ment. He will direct and lead the Offices of Devel­
opment, University Relations, and also Alumni 
Relations. Damron is an alumni of the University of 
Oregon and received his masters from Fuller Theo­
logical. 
. Mr. ~~mron has 20 years of experience in 
tundraIsmg for such groups as higher education, 
healthcare, and international relief funds. His previ­
ou~ work includes positions at Loyola University 
ChIcago, the University of Chicago Medical Center, 
and S~ton Hall UniverSity. His most recent project 
was dlf~c.ting a $15~ million campaign to execute 
~d~raISll1g strategIes for all of Seton Hall, includ­
Il1g eIght.schools and colleges, a seminary, athletics, 
and specIal centers. 
Mr. Damron wanted to continue his career in 
hig~er educati0!l after Seton Hall, and Bryant Uni­
verSIty looked like the perfect candidate. He was 
very impressed by President Ronald K. Machtley's 
leadership, and the direction in which the Univer­
sity is heading. Damron wanted to join in the 
strong, growing enrollment and advancement that 
is already taking place around the campu . vVhen 
he came for his first visit, he could feel the dy­
namism and energy all around him, from the fac­
ulty to. the students; Bryant gave him a very positive 
sensation. 
Damron, himself, enjoys being involved with the 
students around campus. He directs annual phone­
a-thons, has student workers in his office, and 
works ~ith senior.leadership teams. He puts great 
emphasIs on how Important the senior class gift is 
"great sense of team 

work, optimism, and 

energy." 

because of the statement it makes for the university 
and to alumni. He encourages all students to get in­
volved and looks forward to working with them for 
the good of the Bryant University community. Dam­
ron wants all of the students to have great experi­
ences and to make a permanent connection with 
them while at Bryant. 
Expectations for the department include continu­
ou~ growth, and to b.uild a large fundraising cam­
paIgn for the upcomll1g IS0th anniversary. James 
heads all three departments of University Advance­
ment and advises the directors of each group. He 
likes how all three areas of the department are con­
nected to work together for greater results. 
As far as his experience so far, Damron states it 
has been "absolutely fantastic!" He finds Bryant to 
be the friendliest campus he has been around and 
there is a "great sense of teamwork, optimism, and 
energy." Damron also thinks that Bryant is "ar­
guably the most well run institution I have worked 
for." He also enjoys the size of the campus, not too 
large, but not too small either; you can get to know 
people on a personal level, but not bump into them 
every second of the day. 
James sees a positive future for Bryant University 
and everyone involved in the campus. "There are 
many opportunities to advance the University 
through creative and effective initiatives in develop­
ment, university relations, and alumni relations. I 
look forward to contributing to Bryant's continued 
growth and working with members of the Bryant 
community whose efforts have made this such a vi­
brant academic institution." 
Contributing to the article: Interoiew with Mr. James 
Damron and an article that appeared in the Bryant Ex
change: For and about the people of Bryant University ( 
Bryant welcomes new vice president p.3) 
An alternative spring break experience 

Compiled by Alan Waters 
Staff Writer 
For Spring Break, Bryant brought a group of 
12 students and 4 administrators down to Wash­
ingt<;)l1 D.C. to experience the city and offer their 
serVIces to three great community service 
groups. One of the service projects the group 
took part in was working with Food and 
Friends, which donates food to people that suf­
fer from life altering sicknesses, sucn as HIV 
and c.ancer.. The. seco~d service project involved 
workmg WIth LIttle SIsters of the Poor, which is 
an elderly home for those who are less fortu­
nat~. The t.hird service performed by the Alter­
natIve Sprmg Break group was working with St. 
Anthony's after school program, which was put 
together for inner city students from kinder­
garten to eighth grade. 
T~is article is designed to show you the re­
flectIOns of those involved with the trip and 
some of their thoughts on the trip. 
Erica N?ran (Sophomore): I th.ink that everyone 
takes thmgs for granted sometImes, including 
myself. But this trip helped bring me back to re­
ality." 
Colby Banks (Sophomore): I signed up for this 
thinking I would be interacting with people of 
all ages, especially at Little Sisters of the "Poor. 
As much as I wanted to do arts and crafts and 
simply talk to the residents, I knew cleaning and 
improving their living conditions was where we 
were needed most and I came to understand 
that this would have a stronger and longer last­
ing impreSSion. I was able to come to under­
stand this solely based on my experience on 
Alternative Spring Break." 
Danielle Malatesta (Sophom ore): "Having lots 
of money and nice things can bring you happi­
ness but that happiness will only last a short 
while. True happiness lies in m aking others 
happy and to you what might seem like the 
sma11est act ot kindness might mean the world 
to someone else." During spring break I got the 
c~ance to go on a "shopping trip" w i th the Lit tle 
SIsters of the Poor and I was assigned an elderly 
w oman named Ellen as my shopping buddy. . 
Her son was set­
ting married m 
June and she 
wanted to find the 
perfect dress. A 
few other girls 
and I had a blast 
helping her pick 
out the dress. We 
tried some on with 
her. Afterwards 
she said to me 
how much it 
meant to her that 
we went with her 
and that she does­
n't like shopping 
alone and WIshes 
she could do 
something for us. 
We had no clue 
the impact we 
were having on 
her with such a 
small act as shop­
ping... especially 
for college girls. I 
chose to go on this 
trip ... for myself 
initially but in the 
end for others! 
Jose Batista 
(Freshm an): I 
would say that the 
thing I took away the most from our trip was ... 
Since I've been in college, I've been really fo­
~used on doing well and succeeding and work­
mg and so many other things that I have not had 
the time to even think about the impact you can 
have on a person by taking a little time out of 
your day to do a good deed. I'm guessing we 
bo t.h shared the sam.e experien es of seeing th e 
smlles on the face o t Kevin, or the sis ters at Lit­
~le Sisters, or even the Children at St. Anthony'S 
Just because we came to play w ith them or be­
cause we came to wash their windows. This w as 
the first time I ever did commu n ity service, n d 
IJeel that I made a bigger impact on p eop ie's 
lIves and felt be tter about myself in those 30 
Danielle Malatsta 
Some of the participants in this year's Alternative Spring Break trip pose at one 
of the community service facilities. 
some odd hours of community service than I 
have in a while. And that is something that J 
won't forget and will inspire me to do more 
community serv ice in the fu ture. Bu t going b ack 
on my point earlier, a lot of ti!nes ... us as peoplE', 
espeCIally college students thmk and preoccupy 
ourselves with so many things, some good, 
s0l!lc ? ad , some vita l~ some unnecessary, but the 
pomt IS that a lot of hmes we forget to thin k 
about other p eople, and how easy it is to do so, 
and how great a feeling it is, as cliched as that 
sounds. 
Continued on page 2 
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Purple Cow Competition Housing update 

By Dave Nelligan After the first round, four advertise­ By Brigit Clancy One of the halls students may
ments were selected to belresentedStaff Writer 	 prefer to live in is the new resi­Assistant Variety Editor on March 2151 to the crow at the dence hall that is currently being
Have you ever seen an outrageous Hans Kuster speaking engagement in Each spring, students are re­ built. The construction of the new 
or crazy advertisement that did not fit the Bello Grand Hall. Hans Kuster is quired to sign-up in the lobby of a residence hall is proceeding on the usual mold of television and bill­ the Director of the World Affair residence hall on campus for the schedule, accordmg to Denio. "As board ads? Well that is a purple cow Council of Rhode Island who spoke next year's housing assignments. you can see, a number of windows 
advertisement. It is a creative and dif­ on Entrepreneurship. The four se­ Housing requests and sign-ups have been installed and the pre­ferent way to capture the target audi­ lected presenters had a maximum of have, in the past, taken place in a cast has been placed on half of the 
ence by implicating unconventional three minutes to present their ideas to central locatIOn for students to go building's exterior." "The new 
means. Businesses use these tech­ a panel of judges, followed by ques­ to request their suitemates as well building is corning along nicely,"
niques to generate publicity for their tions. The criteria on which the adver­ as the hall they would prefer to commented Kristin Wodarski, the promotions, whether it is a new prod­ tisements were judged were reside in. But will technology be Assistant Director of Residence 
uct they are introducing or a service originality, creativity, uniqueness, ef­ an important componnt in the Life. "We went through a walk­they provide. 	 fectiveness, and f asibility. housing sign-up process? through a few weeks ago and 1 Del a Sigma Pi, the professional The first p lace wjnner was Bran­ Techn logy at Bryant is being think students are really g .ing to buiness fraternity, joined together don Dobro with "yo get what you used in every asp ct n campus. en joy liv ing in such nice accom­
wi th the Collegiate Entrepreneurs' stack" , which would consist of people R sldence Life's intention is to modations. " Organization, (C.E.O), to Dring Bryant buying Newport Storm beer, creating also ha e the housing sign-up Al though they will not be on­
stude ts chance to win $2500 in the la~gest scu lptu re they could with process online in subsequent lin thi year, the ho sing sign­
cash prizes. They put together a Pu r­ the most cans, and w oever used the y ars, riding the wave of technol­ u p may be electronic in the ple Cow Competition to create an ad­ most cans won free Newport Storm. ogy that has been sweeping cross future. Therefore, student will 
vertisement for Newport Storm Beer. Second place went to Henri Proutt the Bryant campus. 	 still go to the lobby of Hall 15 on The challenge was "to create the "Newport Storm The Beach·', which Will the online process be avml­ their respective nights to request
most creative, innovative, and uncon­ had models rowing into local beaches, able to register for housing for the next year's (2007/2008) housmg
ventional means of marketing New­ handing out plastic Newport Storm 2007/2008 school year? John assignments.port Storm in the real world ." bottles and tftrowing a beach party. Denio, the Director of Residence For now, most students will Participants were able to work indi­ This writer came in third with "Pirate Life, said, "The housing sign-ups just have to worry about paying
vidually or in teams of no more than duels," which had actors dressing as willl10t be on-line this year. [Resi­ their deposits on time and findingfive people. The competition was pirates in downtown Newport, duel­ dence Life has] not changed the a sroup of six suitemates. All 
comprised of two parts, a written por­ ing and handing out Newport Storm process from previous years. We thmgs being equal, the only iactortion and an oral portion. The first merchandise. The prizes amounted to hope to have some of the process that gives you the better lottery
round of the competition was the $1500 for first, $750 for second, and on-line in the future." If the sign­ over another group is the com­
written part. PartIcipants write up a $250 for third. ups are online, then students bined amount of credits the group 
one to two page summary describing would have easy access on their has. Once the group gets their lot­their marketing idea. They can in­ computers, on and around tery number they then must de­
clude any visual aid or other graphic Bryant's campus. "Students can cide which hall they will want to
material to help better understand the access the process from their room live in the following school year.
advertisement. or other locations on campus in­The second round was comprised stead of coming to a centralloca­
of the oral portion of the competition. tion," Denio commented. 
Alternative Spring Break reflections 
Conti ned from page 1 	 of these people have seen, which could be more fort, and then maybe you too can see the great 
than you see in your entire lifetime. I would things you are capable of." Jenna Coates (Sophomore): "Twelve recommend this trip to anyone. I know that 1 
strangers, picked to live in a retreat house with will be friends witn the people I went on the trip Look out next year for applications and get in-
seven nuns and four chaperones. We all got to with forever as everyone was amazing! ·th such nil jill progrllnJ ~riJtg 'I ur 
know each other on this trip partly because of spring break; take a chalice and make an lmp~c.t on 
the eye-opening experiences we saw topether Alan Waters (Junior): "Looking back on your others. A special thank you to Student Ach.vlhes,
and it is something I will never forget!' When J­ experiences, you should always think about the Hank Parkinso1l, Father Joe, Shawn McQutllan, and 
Lo, Matt, Shawn McQuillan, Donna Tawse and I impact you have made and the impression you Donna Tawse as well as all members of the Alterna­
were delivering food for one of the non-profit have left on others. A trip such as Alter-
organizations called Food & Friends, we native Sprin~ Break is a trip where you
stopped at a old lady's house and she gave can do Doth m only a week s time. To 
mints to everyone of us; it was her way of say this trip was an amazing experience
thanking us for delivering her food to her. It would only be an understatement. You 
was heartwarming because it made you feel like find out so much about others but more 
you were making a difference. important you find out more about 
yourself and the person you are. Before 
Daniel Keough (Junior): This was my second I left my Aunt saId, 'It is because of 
year attending Alternative Spring Break, and it people like you that great things get 
was an amazing experience as always. Anyone aone in the world: I took it for granted
who loves to do service would really enjoy this until the last day of the trip, when you
trip as you get to meet wonderful people that realize in such a short time period your
have the same ideas. You truly realize how for­ eyes have been opened up to so much 
tunatelou are to be at Bryant University. We and you really see how wonderful it is 
worke with the elderly, people with debilitat­ to give your time for a better cause. I 
ing diseases, and also with cfiildren in some of hope others get involved in such a great
the poorest areas of DC. One real shock to me program. It is hard to describe the im­
was the fact that there was a shooting on the pact it will have on others but it will 
same block we stayed at the weekend before we absolutely be worth your time and ef­
arrived. It really opens your eyes to what some 
1st Annual Spring Egg Hunt! 

Sponsored by: 
Greek Li£ 

Tuesday, April 3 rd 

Outside Bryant Center 

5:15 p.m. 

Open to all Faculty/StaffChildren 

More info will be given out to come 

Party to follow!! 

tive Spring Break Group. 
Agraduate business degree. 

just the way you want it. 

B ENTLE Y I 
POR T FOLIO 360 
Comprehensive Graduate Business Programs 
Presenting the new Bentley Portfolio 360 -lntegratrl'l9 btt_ • 
technology. ethics and global understanding. focused through 
experiential learning. 
Flexlbl Customize your program around your c 
goals and academic background. Focus your d wrth 
multiple concentrations and dual-degree options. 
Pt!trs.Dnal. Participate in classes on campus 8I1d e. 
With courses offered primarily in the evening. Oll'" ~..ms 
accommodate your schedule_ 
Powerful. Accelerate your career with a d~roe from 
one of the country's top-ranked business schools. 
Business majors earn an MBA in as few as 12 courses. 
j~,
_Mn_ 
BENTLEY 
McCALLUM GRADUATE 
SCHOOL of BUSINESS 
lbe Bentley MBA • 8 MS programs • MBA & MS Dua' Degr_ 
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Overcrowding becoming a student concern 

By Taryn Beaudoin 
Staff Writer 
Long lines and crowded tables. 
Sound familiar? Students see this at 
least once a day when they make the 
brave effort to go to Salmo. 
If you strategize, you go put your 
stuff down to at a table to save the 
seat first. You don't want to go get 
your food before eating and have to 
experience that awkward moment 
wnere you are stranded with your 
heavy tray of food. 
After minutes of searching and 
small fractions of panic, you finally 
find one, leaving you with 15 minutes 
to eat before class. Who would have 
thought there was a method to the 
salmo madness? The real question 
should be is this necessary'? 
The increasing crowdedness in the 
cafeteria has caused some frustration 
with the student body. Students find 
themselves rushing to eat before class 
because of the time spent finding a 
seat. Some have claimed they have 
stood up to eat in order to get to class 
on time. The wait to get food seems to 
be much longer than last year and 
there are never spots to put your tray 
(leaving the poor employees to pick 
up the lines of trays off the counters). 
There is a definite problem with the 
Salmo process and students are start­
ing to voice their frustrations .. . so 
wnat's next? 
There is a plan being discussed 
about how to expand Salmo. The plan 
is to expand outward toward the DPS 
parking lot about 150-200 seats. A time 
for the execution of this project has 
not been determined. However, when 
speaking to students about the expan­
SIon, there seemed to be a certain con­
cern questioning if these few hundred 
at 23:55 
Location: RF5IDENCE HALL 
Summary: Areport of an intoxiGlted indi­
vidual. EMS was activated. 
ASSAULT Assault and/Or Battery MAR 3 
2007-Saturday at 01:35 
Location: RFSIDENCE HALL 
SllIllIl1aJ:y. Aperson reports being assaulted 
during a fight. 
TI::Im:(LARCENY) Larceny MAR42007­
Sunday at 01:45 
Location: RF5IDENCE HALL 
~: A student reports items taken 
fromaroom. 
BURGLARY (RESIDENCE) Bundanr/B&E
A Dwelling Anytime MARS 2007=MO'nday
atl1:OO 
Location: IDWNHOUSE 
~: Astudent reports items taken 
from a room. 
seats will really make a difference. It 
may.in the short run, but many stu­
dents feel the issue does not seem to 
lie in the number of seats as much as 
the number of bodies that occupy 
them. 
The general consensus said that 
there are too many students for the 
space allotted in the dining area. The 
over-crowdedness has gotten increas­
ingly worse in the past year to the 
point where students are now talk.ing 
about it. 
"There is a serious crowding prob­
lem at Salmanson which is really dis­
couraging for current students,' says 
Bennett Turner, "it takes way too long 
to finish a meal." 
Students should not have to strug­
gle to eat or strategize to get their 
meal eaten in time. When asked about 
the current expansion situation Jaime 
MacMillan states, ''I'm just thinking 
that it is a good idea but unless they 
stop admitting a larger freshman dass 
each year, the p roblem with Salman­
son being too small is not going to 
stop. What they SHOULD do is allow 
Salmanson to be open for longer peri­
ods at a time or maybe for the whole 
day instead of during periods. People 
eat at different times, so the Salman­
son schedule is not ideal for every­
one." 
This also seemed to be a recurring 
theme with the shldent input. If there 
is a need to adamit more students, 
Salmanson should be open for longer 
hours. However, the size of the 
kitchen as well as the number of staff 
should be considered when dealing 
with this issue. Salmo cannot be open 
for longer periods if the kitchen area 
and staff are inadequate. 
Students are said to be the number 
one priority on campus. Therefore, 
5 2007-M onday at 15:36 
Location: RFSJDEJ'\ICE HALL 
?ummary. Health Servires ~rts fumale 
having pOssible seizure. EMS was activated. 
lliEE[ (aIHER) Larceny I Other (Under 
$50) ~6 2007-'ruesday at 15:02 
Location: UNISIRUCTORE 
Summary: Areport of stolen posters. 
EMT CALL EMf Call I Mediatl Services 
Rendered MAR 6 2007-Tuesday at 21:17 
Location: RF5IDENCEHALL 
S~ Areport of a student with ab­
dominal pain. EMS was activated. 
TOWED VEWCLE Towed Vehicle MAR 
72007-Wednesday at 00.23 
Location: NEW SENIORAPARIMENT 
r..ar 
SwJu:nary: A vehicle was towed for out­
standing parking citations. 
they should at least be entitled to the 
proper distribution of the basic needs: 
shelter and food. 
Now that students have adequate 
shelter with the new hall being built 
and the students out of the Comfort 
Suites, where will the food come into 
play? 
Meals are not only a time to fill a 
basic need, but also a time to socialize 
and relax. It makes it very difficult for 
this to happen when people are 
crammecf into a room half the size 
needed. This brings up to another 
common concern with the student 
body: themed dinners. They are a 
great opportunity for the student 
body to experience special foods but 
they are pointless if no one bothers 
going. Most students say that they do 
not attend them because of the limited 
space. This is a shame due to the fact 
that these dinners are a change from 
the normal Salmo experience. The 
decorations are always wonderful but 
at times, the lines go all the way up 
the stairs and people do not want to 
deal with the nass1e. 
With the Salmanson issue, students 
have also voiced their concerns about 
the overcrowding at Bryant in all as­
pects of student fife. 
Brianna Mahan states, "While the 
recent expansion of Bryant University 
is a great sign of growth for the col­
lege, it can only be successful if we 
have the proper facilities to house, 
feed and teach the students in. You 
have to have the facilities before you 
admit the students." 
Students have claimed their con­
cerns about classrooms being used to 
the max where some students have 
been sitting on floors. It has become 
impossible to go to the gym during 
the afternoon hours because of the 
82OO'l-Ihw:8dav 
Location: RESIbENCE HALL 

Summarv: DPS received a call about a pos!oi­

ble fight In progress. Offirers dispatdled. 

EMf CALL EMf CalliMediatl Services 

Rendered MAR 9 2007-Friday at 23:50 

Location: RF5IDENCE HAL1.. 

S1.1JI!Illil1Y- A reported intoxicated male. 

EMS was activated. 

VANDAl ISM (SCHOOL) Vandalism 

(School Building) MAR 12 2007-Monday at 

i9-.23 . 

Location: UNISIRUOURE 

Summary: Areport of a broken door win­

dow. 

EMf CALL EMfCall IMediatlServices 
Rendered MAR142007-Wednesday at <X3:25 
Location: DISPATO-I CENTER 
~ A Female reported to the office 
feeling famt. EMS was activated. 
wait for machines. There seems to be 
a change of strategy from a proactive 
change to a reactive change. When 
asking the freshmen what they 
thought, Daniel Hackenson claimed: 
"Salmo was not what I expected at 
all. During the tour, I saw Salmo like 
most prospective studepts, during the 
lunch hours when it was busy but not 
too crowded. But now that I'm here I 
see what Salmo is like on a day-to-day 
basis. Lunch isn't bad. For dinner 
though, if you don't go either at the 
beginning or end of the shift, you have 
to wait for seats or squeeze six people 
at a little square table (where it shard 
enough to fit four trays)! If you want 
to eat dinner at a prime time, you 
have to have luck in finding a seat for 
you and your friends." 
With the expansion plan of Salmo 
and the new eating area in Hall 17, 
there is a positive outlook to the alle­
viation ofthe Salmo problem. How­
ever, there is a definite need for 
change throughout the whole campus. 
Bryant should focus on the well-being 
of the current students when looking 
to expand the school. Students come 
to Bryant because it is a small and 
welcoming community. This is what 
makes the school great. The solution 
of the Salmo problem ignites other is­
sues that can only be sOlved if we start 
making proactive changes first, before 
expanding the number of students. 
However, as it is said, there is al­
ways another side to every story and 
there has to be a reason for every­
thing, right? Before making any accu­
sations, we need to take a look at the 
issue from an administrative stand 
point. Stay tuned for part two in the 
Salmanson article senes as The Arch­
way search for the response to this 
issue. 
dent 
Location: r..ar 
S~: A~rted accident between a 
GroundS vehicle and a parked vehicle. 
BIAS INCIDENTS None reported 
To Iep?rt a bias incident or hate crime, go to 
www.bryaot.edUibias. or call the Bias !rici­
dent Hotline at x6920 
Bias related incident - a threatene<:l, at­
temp-ted, or completed action that is moti­
vateCI ~bigotry and bias ~ a 
persons real or p:rceived race, religion nat­
ural origin. ethriicity, sexual orientation dis­
abili!y, or ~der status. Examples of these 
incidents mcIude name calling, offensive lan­
guage/acts, and graffiti/behavlOr. 
Bias is reported QIl}yjf investigation reveals 
sufficienfobiectiveracts to lead a reasonable 
and prudent person to conclude that the of­
fenGer's actions were motivated, in whole or 
in part, by bias. 
Cl1nITITI SOfTDnlL Gnnr 
.sUNeR~ APRIL 1ST 
2 nccn. .sCFTBI=ILL FIEL[] 
FRee FlemlSSION 
RRFFLe 
raffle prizes include: 
Papelbon & Lester Autographs 
Movie Tickets 
Rente-s, J-s, Papa Ginos, 0&0, 
Chili·s, and Asia Grille gin certs 
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Telling her story... 

ByKariSnow 
Staff Writer 
In a play on words, Bryant 
hosts its annual celebration of 
National Women's History 
Month, known on campus as 
Women's HERs tory month. A 
wide array of events ran all 
month, including the "Telling 
Her Story" presentations. These 
presentations were held in Her­
Itage and participants were in­
vited to speak intimately with the 
audience about their lives and ex­
periences. Bryant welcomed 
women of all different walks of 
life to participate in this event as 
a speaker or an audience member 
to learn about their colleagues, 
teachers and friends on a per­
sonallevel and to share stories 
about each others' lives. 
"Telling Her Story" opened 
with a presentation by ¥rofessor 
Ciliene DeLourenco on Monday, 
March 5th at noon in Heritage. 
Ciliene began her presentation by 
telling the audience about her 
childFtood. Originally from 
Brazil, Ciliene reamed about life 
under a dictatorship and the ben­
efits of having a large family. Her 
grandparents immigrated to 
Brazil, which had a notion of civi­
lization, fleeing from poverty in 
southern Italy. 
Being the youngest of four, her 
childhood was ricFt with knowl­
edge as her parents made the im­
portance of learning very clear. 
Thus, Ciliene's love of learnin~ 
developed at an early age. Cihene 
lived on the family fann until she 
was about 10 years old, when the 
family moved to the city in search 
of better educational opportuni­
ties. Ciliene carne to see her par­
ents as role models, since they 
sacrificed so much to benefit their 
children's education. Corning 
from a poor developing country, 
the women in Ciliene's family 
also became role models for her, 
as they were tough and success­
ful at what they did. 
Ciliene brought laughter to the 
room as she described what it 
was like living in a village. The 
cornman rule was that anyone's 
morn could punish the village 
kids, which nonnally meant hu­
miliation. When they moved to 
the city, Ciliene carne to realize 
that she lived in a racist society 
with a caste system. Being from a 
rural part of the country, she was 
treated differently by her school 
teachers and peers. She was 
brought up to be modest and 
humble, Vtrtuous attributes of cit­
izens in her society. 
In search of higher education, 
Ciliene carne to the United States 
in 1977 at the age of 19. Knowing 
little English, she left her whole 
family behind to attend college in 
Tennessee, where she studied his­
tory, Spanish, and French and mi­
nored in Latin. Ciliene carne to 
Bryant in search of a teaching po­
sition in the Spanish department 
and an opportunity to share. She 
was attracted to the area due to 
the quality of the people and jobs, 
and she grew to love Bryant. 
Ciliene recently remarried. 
On Monday, March 19th. HER­
story month's "Telling Her Story" 
presentations continued with 
'Mentors and Bumblebees", by 
Lorna Hunter, the VP for Emoll­
ment Management. Lorna's inter­
esting title has a lot of meaning 
behind it. 
She has had many good men­
tors in her life, speCIfically her 
mother, and bumblebees were in­
cluded because their aerody­
namic build, wing length, and 
body size should not allow them 
to fly but they do not know that 
they cannot fly so they just keep 
flying. 
Lorna has used an outlook of 
optimism and hard work to help 
set priorities and attain the many 
successes that she has. With 
higher education as her second 
career, Lorna started out her ca­
reer at a diagnostic center work­
ing with deviant pOp'ulations, 
mostly gangs, in Philadelphia. 
With a degree in counseling, 
she has worked in the judicial 
system and has counseled in ju­
venile and adult prisons. When 
Lorna was lookirig for a new job, 
she debated between Bryant and 
Cornell. Her choice was clear as 
she felt she could make a differ­
ence at Bryant. 
This was Lorna's first time giv­
ing a presentation for HERstory's 
Month and she believes that it is 
a good idea to share different ex­
periences with colleagues. She 
feels that it helps to create 
stronger community connections 
where you can learn about your 
colleague as a person. 
UR P 1 
GRADUATE 
MAJORS: 
MBA 
Physician Assistant 
Interactive 
Communications 
Teaching 
Biomedical Sciences 
Molecular/Cell Biology 
Journalism 
Accounting 
Computer Information 
Systems 
MASTERING THE ART OF TEACHING 
Extensive internship programs, real-world experience and dynamic faculty 
have made the Quinnipioc Master of Arts in Teaching (MAn program 
among the most respected in the country. Now our MAT program is more 
affordable than ever, thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for 
participation in our inlernships, can waive tuition for most of the program. 
Women's History Month is an annual national event which celebrates the contribu­
tions of women to the global community. At Bryant, we celebrate during the month of 
March by holding a series of talks, forums, and events which address a variety of con­
cerns to women and men. 
One of the highlights of Bryant's HERstory month has been the Telling Her Story 
events. Different members of the Bryant community-faculty, staff and students- are 
invited to talk about their lives to the people who show up at noon time. It's been a 
great way to get to know something new and different about women at Bryant as well 
as appreciate each woman's journey. 
Women's HERstory month concludes with an awards ceremony in which we honor 
the achievements and accomplishments of students at Bryant. The Women's Center ac­
knowledges students on this campus who have worked to create a more e9,uitable and 
just environment for women. Some have done so by involvement and participation in 
clubs or services committed to women's issues. Others have been involved through so­
cial activism to rally around causes about which they feel J?assionate. 
Each of this year's recipients has demonstrated a commItment to improving the 
Bryant community, through community activism beyond the Bryant commuruty, and/or 
a proven desire to heighten people's awareness of women's issues. This year's winners 
are Sasha Batista, Kristen Collins, Kristin Fricione, Rita Vasquez, Kim Morrill, and 
Eileen Hayes. For the first time this year, three male students were honored for their 
contributions. 
Thank your for all your support, 
Toby Simon, Director of the Women's Center 
Women's Summit 2007: 
10 Years "Celebrating Women & Business" 
Tory Johnson, the morning keynote speaker at the Women's Summit, is a career 
advancement advisor and founder of Women for Hire. During her presentation, 
she waved a one hundred dollar bill in the air and asked the crowd of nearly 1,000, 
"Who wants it'" She continued to ask until someone ran up on stage and grabbed 
it from her. 
QUINNIPIAC U: 

RAVE REVIEWS FOR OUR MBA 
The Quinnipioc University School of Business MBA program 

continues to prepare business profeSSionals for the realities of 

management in global, technology-<lriven work environments 

in specializations such as: 

• 	MY WITH CONCENTRATIONS IN ACCOUNTING, CIS, FINANCE, 

INTERNATIONAl. BUSINESS, MANAGEMENT, MARKETING 

• MIA - CHARTERED FINANCIAL ANALYS~ TRACK 
• MIA IN HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT 
lDYOUR NEXT MOVE 
Quinnipia c University offers graduate programs in 17 distinct 

disciplines. Whether you are interested in our AACSB nationally 

accredited business program, the master of arts in teaching (MAn 

program or one of the Northeast's most highly regarded journalism 

and interactive communications programs, all have been designed 

to thoroughly prepare you for a professional career. For more 

information, call 1-800462·1944 or visit www.quinnipiac.edu. 

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY 
Rent 

$1350 for 3-4 bed­

room apartments in 

Providence, near bus 

route, nice area 

Call for pictures or info 

(401)789-7700 
available ASAP!!! 
Apartment for 
Rent 

$400 -1 room for rent 

in a 3 bedroom apart­

ment, utilities in­

cluded! 

Call for pictures or 

more info 

(401)789-7700 
available NOW!!! 
--
Did you just say VAGINA? 

"funny". It gave the opportunity forBy Taryn Beaudoin 
the group of girls to talk about issuesStaff Writer that others are too afraid. That's correct. On Thursday, March The event began with the issue of 8, a group of Bryant's finest young hair. It can be interred what was 
women got together to perform tile being discussed and claimed that it Vagina Monologues. The event was not something that should be
sparked off at 9pm in South Cafe with tampered with but in fact, should be 
an anxious audience awaiting an an­ respected as part of the package. This 
swer to their question: What in the allowed the audience to warm up to
world would they say about vaginas? the subject and chuckle. The humorThe Vagina Monologues included a continued as Davin Morris, Marjorie 
variety ofskits taken from the true Kracue, and Maria Musarskaya per­
stories of women who were inter­ formed the next skit called "Wear 
viewed. The skits discussed different and Say." The skit personified the issues about vaginas. These issues vagina and gave insight to what it
touched on sensitive subjects while of­ might say or wear if it could speak. fering a humorous twist on some of For us women, it was just like going 
those that may make people feel to the mall to shop for that special 
outfit that will gIVe us 
that certain character. 
The event sparked 
some laughs but as the 
saying goes, with each 
humor there is an under­
lying truth. The skit "I 
was 12. My Mother 
Slapped Me" performed 
by Sarah Campbell, 
Eileen Hayes, Jessica 
Nowell, and Symphonee 
Willoughby emphasized 
this point. It gave a light­
ened opinion of a vagina 
as it spoke out about 
beingoadly treated dur­
ing its monthly womanly 
"VIsit" as well as that 
}'early check up at the OB 
GYN. Although it was hu­
morous, it gave a realistic 
view of what women have 
to deal with on a monthly 
basis in order to stay 
healthy. 
The event also in­
cluded some serious top­
ics. Skits such as "My 
Vagina Was My Village" 
and "Memory Her 
Face" expressed stories 
Joe Domane that empbasized how 
Y badly some women are 
Vagina Warrior, Jessica Nowell holds up a vi. ~eate~ in oth~r countries, 
brator as a prop in one of the skits. Includmg th~ Issue of fe­
male castration. These 
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Joe Domaney 
Eileen Hayes and Valerie Papasyrou peform the skit My Angry Vagina. 
countries included Africa, Instanbul, 
Baghdad, and also included a tribute 
to the victims in Juarez. Wilberte Paul 
and Paula Welch gave a chilling per­
formance in "My Vagina Was My Vil­
lage" about a woman who was raped 
by several men and was subjected to 
guns and bottles being forced into her. 
Other skits "Coochi Snorcher," and 
"The Crooked Braid" discussed issues 
of domestic rape and verbal abuse car­
ried out by famil}' members and sig­
nificant others. These performances 
struck the audience and gave insight 
into the dangers some females face on 
a daily basis. 
The v t cl ed with two memo­
rable performances. The first was 
"Cunt" .p,erformed by Paula Welch. 
Paula dId a phenomenal job by re­
defining this derogatory word and 
giving it a positive meaning through 
her expression of female excitement 
Charles F. Dolan School of Busi11ess 
~ 
Do you want a job with a Big 4 Accounting firDl? 
Fairfield University's Master of Science in Accounting 
gets you closer to that goal! 
INQUIRE at Fairfield University ... STARr in June 2007 . .. 
APPLY by April 15 ... EARN graduate degree in May 2008! 
A career in Accounting awaits you! 
One Year, Full-Time Cohort Program 
• Ideal program for Accounting majors 
• 150 credits with accelerated, full-time degree completion in one year 
• CPA Test Prep Course available 
• Faculty with exceptional academic and professional credentials 
• Personal attention and advising for every student 
• Scholarships available 
Let US help you get started today! 
Call Marianne Gumpper at 
203-254-4000,~.2908 
E-Mail: mgumpper@mailJairfield.edu 
Visit: www.fairfield.edulmsaccbrc 
and stimulation. The event contained 
a finale that began with a performance 
done by Jess Nowell about a woman 
who loved to make vaginas happy. 
The entire cast carne on stage to em­
phasize different expressions of "hap­
piness" and ended the show with a 
bang! 
The entire cast should be com­
mended on their performance. Not 
only did they express issues that are 
sometimes expected to kept quiet, but 
they also solicited important informa­
tion about different issues (both the 
good and the ugly) faced by women 
an around the world. Although some 
may think this performance Should 
not be performed, these women ig­
nored the ignorance, let their voices be 
heard, and knocked the socks off the 
audience with an unforgettable per­
formance. 
11Fairfield 
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Open Forum addresses questions on diversity and sexuality 

By Kelly Drew 
Staff Writer 
Diversity (or lack thereof) at Bryant 
has been a big issue this year. Ac­
knowledging this, Alliance for 
Women's Awareness and Student Sen­
ate co-sponsored an open forum on 
diversity and sexuality. Though they 
spoke to a small group, the four pan­
elists (Carly, Brian, Marguerita, and 
John) brought engaging opinions and 
ideas to their audience. 
The first question was "How do 
you think diversity has changed 
Bryant?" Brian thought that huge 
strides have been made, as Bryant 
University had, until relatively re­
cently, been an all-white, male school. 
Marguerita countered that progress 
has oeen made, but there's still a lot to 
go. "Do you feel Bryant's emphasis on 
aiversity and character has prepared 
you for a globally competitive work­
force?" was the next inquiry. Brian 
and John answered yes. The ranelists 
then discussed the amount a interna­
tional students (as Carly is from New 
Zealand) and whether or not there is 
more emphasis put un India and the 
rest of Asia than the rest of the world 
when it comes to multicultural events. 
The next question was "What are 
the differences between Bryant and 
the rest of the world in regards to di­
versity and sexuality?" Marguerita 
summed it up well by saying there's a 
"whole lot of salt, [and aJ little bit of 
pepper." Also, the liberals on campus 
tend to speak louder than conserva­
tives, as IS the case in the rest of the 
world. Brian shared his experiences 
with having a Columbian adopted sis­
ter. He said that she has a harder time 
getting jobs because she's female. 
Carly didn't know race was a huge 
deal in the rest of the world, as sne 
went to an 's school. 
. of 
ing to Bryant's climate, all of the pan­
elists saia they had no trouble getting 
into the swing of college. However, in 
regards to race relations, there were 
no problems in their respective high 
schools- then when they came to 
Bryant, it was very noticeable. When 
the proctors asked "Do you feel the 
Bryant community (the Multicultural 
Student Union and the International 
Student Organization in particular) 
has given you insight into diversity?" 
Marguerita replied that whenever 
those groups put on programs, only 
the members attend. John countered 
that the events create awareness just 
by happenin~. 
The panehsts discussed the sup­
posed exclusivity of 4MILE, a pro­
sram for multicultural and 
mternational students that begins be­
fore the fall semester for freslUnen 
that helps them fit into college life. 
Though African-American, Mar­
guerita did not get invited and felt ex­
cluded from the group. An audience 
member asked if including everyone 
in 4MILE would be better for diver­
sity. The panelists disagreed, saying 
that's why they have orientation- oth­
erwise Bryant would just begin sooner 
for everyone. Carly stated that her ex­
perience without 4MILE would have 
been so different, as it's overwhelming 
for an international student. After ac­
knowledging 4MILE is a good pro­
gram, Marguerita declared that it 
creates cliques. 
"Does ffryant overwhelm students 
with diversity and sexuality?" was the 
next question. John said that only 
Pride and AWA raise awareness for 
sexual issues- the administration over­
whelms students with diversity top­
ics. Brian believes that they "take it a 
little too far" but agrees with some 
thin6s like a committee for rape pre­
vention. Marguerita said that people 
aren't educated enough about sexual­
ity and are "quite ignorant. Educating 
the Bryant community is the best way 
to get the message out there." She also 
considers diversity to be "not just 
about color." 
A member from the audience 
asked, "What do you think of the 
push of diversity and sexuality? How 
do you let people take a more proac­
tive stance on diversity?" Brian said 
that "stats can hit home very fast" in 
regards to programs like "Drawing 
the Shades." "Things need to be 
changed." Answering a question 
about people of different religions 
have an easier time to assimirate if 
they're white, Marguerita agreed. 
"That's the way I feel." John: said that 
lots of organizations centered around 
campus are about religion. 
Brian Kennedy took over for a 
minute when he asked the four stu­
dents "How do you deal with people 
who have so much apathy?" like rus 
suitemates. Carly said that she walks 
away after encounters with stupid 
people who ask her where she's from. 
Marpuerita said "do marketing! 
You re at a business school!" in order 
to get people to care. 
The topic of taboo words like "fag­
got" and the n-word was brought up. 
Marguerita told the audience she did­
n't know how to go about removing 
those words from the average college 
student vernacular, but she suggested 
telling people that the word makes 
you uncomfortable. Brian proposed 
educating people, as some come from 
biased backgrounds. John added on to 
that, saying to educate yourself, too. 
The infamous Facebook tirade from 
last semester was discussed, as well as 
how the administration dealt with it. 
Marguerita lamented the fact that al­
ways the same peoyle to show up to 
forums like these. John spoke of Bra­
sis, a way to deal with bias incident, 
and how it has turned into a way to 
say "I lost my calculator- anyone seen 
it?" Carly said she couldn't believe 
that someone could be so rude, and 
didn't think the administration han­
dled it very well- she thought they 
brushed it under the rug. She wanted 
to know the details but wasn't able to 
find them out. Then "what would you 
want to see happen?" Brian said that 
he thought it was handled in a politi­
cally correct way. "We've all been 
trained to say the right things," he 
said. "[We need] more of the truth, 
less p.c." Marguerita did admit "they 
did the best they could" without in­
fringing on the person's freedom of 
speech. 
"Do you think more forums like 
this would help the situation?" was 
the next 9uestion. Marguerita said 
that they d need a "serious mediator" 
if that were to happen. She also went 
on to say, that people felt that the only 
way multicultural people got in was 
from affirmative action. White women 
benefit most from AA, she said. "I 
blame their parents- things like that 
don't come out of thin air." John said 
that he believed diversity was "defi­
nitely apparent. Marguerita also said 
some of ner teachers make her and her 
African-American friends "black am­
bassadors," i.e., African-Americans 
who are eXl?ected to know everything 
about the history of slavery and ac­
knowledge whether something is 
okay to say or not. She also mocked 
the professors for only noticing her 
absence when "shit, 'Sarah' wasn't 
there either! Didn't notice her." 
The forum ended with a slides how 
sponsored by the Raise Your Voice 
committee. More than 3203 students 
attend Bryant University. They come 
from 31 states, 32 countries, and are 
87% white. 
Janikies Auditorium 

Drinking and Driving: Linda Chaves lost her Charlie when he 

chose to drink and drive while he was a freshman at Plymouth State 
6 p.m. University. She will be talking about her personal experience of losing 
a child, as well as the effects of alochol on the body. 
Wednesday, April 4th 
Apartment for RentApartments for Rent 
Summer Jobs- Receive contact 
information now for summer 
Part Time Marketing Job: Earn 
$10/hr - 15-20 hours per week­

employment at US National 
create own hours - College 
Parks, Western Dude Ranches Marketing & Media Company­
and Theme Parks. You mustAccount Executive Skills. 
apply early. 
Email tomchartier@ www.summerjobs-research.org
collegemarketplace.com 
Media Day 2007 

A. showcase 01 Bryant's media 
organizations, classwork, and technology. 
. diof'JiSU.alC°ltun~catiOl1 }\\l! ttne1\tS nepal°Clety Wednesday,­
April~~ 
~Oam·Zpm 
otund 
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Name: Jesse Rose 
Class of: 2008 
University: Lorenzo De' 
Medici 
Location: Florence, Italy 
Partner: API 
Semester Abroad: Fall '06 
Duration: August 26-Deceme­
ber 17 
Reason for going: 
I wanted to take advantage of 
the opportunity to study 
abroad as I knew I would 
probably never have another 
Chance to live in Europe for 
longer than four months. I 
wanted to learn and explore 
the Italian culture and under­
stand where part of my fam­
ily comes from. 
Best experience/memory: 
My best experiences came from 
trying the different foods and 
wines in Italy. I found my fa­
vorite pizza place in the first few 
weeks and was soon eating there 
almost every day. Traveling 
around Ita~y and Europe with my 
friends, especially to tfie 
Heineken Factory in Holland and 
to Spain for fall break, were great 
experiences. 
Funny cultural experience: 
A funny experience, that was not 
so funny initially, was when I got 
lost during my first few days 
abroad. Iri the beginning, I was 
so confused and disorientated 
that I had to call my friends to 
help me figure out where I was. 
How was the school different 
from Bryant University? 
The school in Italy was 
cam.pus news march 9, 2007 
much smaller than Bryant. I had 
an average of 10 kids m each of 
my classes. I was rarely' assigned 
homework and I didn t have big 
projects to worry about. The 
school system was more relaxed 
which made the classes more en­
joyable and less stressful. 
How did this experience change 
you? 
The experience has made me 
more independent and confident 
in myself to live and travel on my 
own. The experience forced me 
to learn how to cook, as well as 
how to save and budget my 
money. I also feel more open and 
accepting to different cultures 
and have a new outlook on 
tourists. 
Would you study abroad again 
given the opportunity? 
I would study abroad' again in the 
same or different area, as long as I 
had enough time to do so. 
Career Fair 2007 a Huge Success! 
The Amica Center for Career Education hosted its annual Career Fair on 
March 21, 2007. Ninety-eight employers were present that night offerin~ full­
time, part-time, and summer employment as well as numerous internshIp op­
portunities to the over 700 students that attended. Due to the 
professionalism, preparation hard work of students feedback from employers 
has beett great and nearly all have indicated they can't wait to return to 
Brytant to participate in the Corporate Recruiting Program in the future as 
well as to attend next year's career fair. 
Alliance for Women's Awareness 
Our organization's full name is Al­
liance for Women's Awareness. 
The new members of the eboard are 
Donnette Jones: President, Leanne 
Hazen: Vice President, Roxanne Cow­
perthwaite: Treasurer, and Jen Erilus: 
Secretary. 
the campus on ideas and issues con­
cern women on campus. 
We hold main events multiple times 
through out the year, and we have fo­
rums on a semiweekly basis. 
Some upcoming events are the Show­
time At the Apollo, this Friday at 9pm 
also we are holding a free HIV / AIDS 
Rapid Testing in the month of ApriL 
Insight into all relationships 
They are taking over for Marguerita 
Vasguez: President, Symphone'e 
Willoughby: Vice President, and Sam 
Schultz: Secretary. 
AWA meets Wednesdays at 3pm in the 
Bryant Center Room 2b so come and 
stop by for one of our meetings! 
If you have any questions or want to get 
more involved please email us at 
awa@bryant.edu.
By Mike Yakavonis 
Copy Editor 
Though everyone has their rela­
tionship problems now and again, 
one thing we often lack is a rela­
tionship guru who can shed light 
on what seems like an impossible 
situation. For one day at least, stu­
dents can enlist the help of true ex­
perts, without leaving campus. 
The Communication Society 
sponsored its third annual Refa­
tionship Forum March 7. and as 
promised, students walked away 
with tor-notch advice. Questions 
from al sides of the relationship 
spectrum were posed to the exr ert 
panel, which was comprised 0 
three Bryant faculty members. 
In addition to being Communi­
cation professors at Bryant, Dr. 
Kristen Berkos and Dr. Wendy 
Samter have also gained national 
recognition for their research on re­
lationships, and were on hand to 
lead the discussion. 
The professors benefit from vast 
pools of knowledge on a host of in­
terpersonal issues, which they 
passed on to the audience. 
They were joined on the panel 
by Mr. Bill Phillips of the Psychol­
ogy Department, whose decades of 
experience in the discipline served 
to not only enrich discussion but 
Lei v.. v.t .. ....... 
also to offer a separate perspective 
from that of the research-backed 
advice given by the Communica­
tion professors. 
The event began with an oppor­
tunity for students to anonymously 
write down questions about rela­
tionships new and old alike. Topics 
ranging from long-distance rela­
tionship upkeep to casual college 
hookups spurred lively stories and 
questions from the roughly thirty 
people in attendance, especially 
after it was opened up to volun­
teers. 
Whoever said relationship 
drama is limited to the two people 
directly involved in it was sadly 
mistaken. TIus became clear when 
someone asked for advice on how 
to deal '''lith a boyfriend's belliger­
ent mom who does not appear to 
be too fond of the new number one 
woman in his life. The experts 
stressed that the girl must stay the 
course; that is, remain friend I)' to­
ward his mother and in time she 
will be accepted. 
If you missed out on the Rela­
tionship Forum or are interested in 
joining the Commmucation Society 
(open to all majors), meetings are 
held every other Wednesday at 
5:00 P.M in the Heritage Room of 
the Bryant Center. 
The organization's purpose is to educate 
Introducing 2007 Senate Eboard 
After a week of campaigning and a few days of voting, we'd like to 
say congratulations to the new Senate EBoard for 2007-20081 
From left to right- Alan Waters, Vice President; Bennett Turner, 
Treasurer; Whitney Blatsos, Secretary; Craig Tetreault, President. 
Legislative Elections 
Election Packets are in the Senate Office (3rd Floor Bryant Center) on Wednesday, 
April 4th, 2007. The Packets are due back Wednesday, April 11th to the Senate 
Office by 6:00 P.M. If there are any questions please Contact Ryan Kelly at 
rkelly@bryant.edu or David Santore at dsantore@bryant.edu 
Let your voice be heard. 
Come out and vote! 
s orts 
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Lady Bulldogs class of '07 
looking to go out on top 
By Stephen Demers 
Sports Editor 
Over the last three seasons, the softball 
program at Bryant transformed itself into 
one of the ost successful athletic programs 
at the school. They've made the NCAA 
tournament the last three years after having 
never made it in the program's first 27 years 
of existence. In addition, the Bulldogs have 
\Von the NE-10 Conference Olampionship 
the past two seasons. 
As the 2007 season begins, the senior 
class of Lindsay Connor, Briana Durborow, 
Amanda Gagne, Nikki Inglass, Lauren Mc­
Niff, and Amanda Wilbur will look to build 
upon the program's recent success. 
"This year1 think is going to be our 
strongest yet," Durborow said. "We have six 
seniors who are committed to taking the 
team all the way to the World Series in 
Akron, Ohio this May. We've all worked ex­
tremely hard in the off-season to prepare 
and are excited for the upcoming season." 
The Bulldogs only lost two starters from 
last year's 29-18 squad. One of those 
starters, 2006 Player of the Year Jordan Dar­
gan, joined the coaching staff. Outfielder 
Amanda Wilbur will look to replace Dargan 
as the offensive sparkplug for this year's 
team. Wilbur posted a .353 batting average 
and had a team high eight home runs last 
season. She will look to improve this season 
upon her team record 14 home runs. 
Joining Wilbur in the outfield will be sen­
ior Lindsay COlUlor and sophomore Kate 
Thomas. Connor will be the Bulldogs' lead­
off hitter and is coming off a season in 
which she hit .350 and had a team-high 56 
hits. The all-time leader in stolen bases, 
Connor swipep 25 last season in 26 at­
tempts. Thomas had a breakout freshman 
season in which she batted .269 and had 
four home runs. 
Senior Amanda Gagne and junior Jen­
nifer Serrano will see the majority of the 
time as the Bulldogs' double-play combina-
Janine Enos will be a crucial part of the Lady Bulldogs' 
pitching staff this season. 
tion. Gagne saw her average rise from .275 to .342 
last season. Freshman Allison Chouinard will also 
battle for time in the middle infield. 
The comer infield spots will be manned by senior 
Briana Durborow and junior Jessica Valentini. Dur­
borow missed much of last season with a hand in­
jury, but her quick glove should be an asset at first 
base. Third baseman Valentini finished the 2006 sea­
son with a team-best .354 average in her first season 
as a starter. 
The loss of Dargon opens up the catching posi­
tion for freshman Ashley Coon. She will be tl:ie bat­
tery mate for a solid pitching staff. Junior Janine 
Enos will be the ace of the staff and was the MVP of 
the NE-lO conference tournament the past two sea­
sons. She went 13-6 with a 1.99 ERA last season. 
Nikki Ingalls, who has 22 career wins, will be a 
strong second starter. Ingalls is definitely geared up 
I This year is going to be our 

strongest yet' 

-Brianna Durborow 

for the season and is looking to take her game to the 
next level. 
"The success we have had comes from the deter­
mination. Making it to the regionals was amazing 
the first time, but the feeling of knowing you are 
better than your results is a motivator," she said. 
The Bulldogs were picked to finish second in the 
E-' U Pr as CQ I;;llf 'RQ I . <;t behind Le 
Mayne University. 'nle Dolphms have won 30 or 
more games for six consecutive seasons and will 
definitely pose a barrier for the Bulldogs. Bryant, 
however, seems steadfast in their quest for a fourth 
straight trip to the NCAA tournament. 
"You won't find a closer group of friends, which 
makes our team dynamic and unstoppable when we 
play," said Gagne. 
It is this attitude that will be needed ifBryant is 
to play in May at Akron. 
1UaM61Ua,: March Madness ... 

It's awesome baby 

By Alan Waters 
Staff Writer 
There are certain 
things in our lives that 
have that one thing that 
makes it stick out, that one 
thing that gives it such an 
advantage, such and edge, 
on other sports. For me, 
that is the essence of 
March Madness. Like Dick 
Vitale says .. .It's AWE­
SOME Baby, with a capital 
A! When you think about 
college sports, one event 
comes to mind: March 
Madness. It is the single 
greatest sporting event in 
the United States. 1 mean come on, what other event 
has such a following where almost everyone and 
their mothers watch it? Even if they are not basket­
ball fans, they can not help but get excited for the 
end of March. It's the best feeling next to Christmas 
morning; for me, filling out the bracket for the 64 
teams is as satisfying as opening your presents 
Christmas morning. Okay, maybe not that thrilling 
and exciting, but dose, very close. I mean who does 
not know at least 5 people who fill out NCAA 
brackets? Come on, I have filled out 6 myself this 
year. You bet I am in 6 groups on Facebook, who is 
not? 
There are many reasons for picking March Mad­
ness as the best sporting event. One is everyone gets 
into it, I mean everyone. My entire family gets into 
it. Even if your team is not m the tournament it is 
still exciting to watch, and you can always find a 
team to cheer for. In high school we used to watch 
the games during class . .. oops. But it is true; we 
lovea. it and so did the tead-i.ers. Even young chil­
dren get into it. Yes I know the pools are illegal, but 
my seven year old cousin won a tournament bracket 
4 years back. She picked so many sick games it was 
incredible. You better believe I asked her that next 
year what her sleeper picks were. She thought I 
meant her favorite PJs but still I had to ask and find 
that secret out. 
Second, 32 games in 2 days, with a total of 48 in 4 
days. How unbelievable is that? So you tell me to 
watch 32 games on a Thursday and Friday and then 
you tum around and give me 16 games the next two 
days to watch. It is unreal. There are so many games 
in a row, you do not know what t do or which one 
to watch. Thanks to my great friends at DIRECTV, I 
have the pleasure of watching them all. 
Third, upset specials are spectacular. There is al­
ways that one team, that one Cinderella that makes 
an mcredible run for the Championship, not usually 
making it but giving us all one hell of a ride on the 
way. It is great for the game and even better for the 
lunch/dinner table, whenever you get up the next 
day. That one team always seems to beat all the 
odds and make an unimaginable story along the 
way. The players become known as heroes to the 
world. My favorite of all time? Miami of Ohio, that 
is right, with Mr. Wally World, Wally Szczerbiak. 
They were awesome to watch and he carried that 
team on his shoulders and made millions off it. Too 
bad he cannot even carry his own body upright 
without something getting injured for the Celtics. 
Finally, my best argument: the kids want it bad! 
If you watch every game, these student-athletes give 
everything they have, and then some. They bleed 
that Tarheel Blue or Duke Blue, they sacrifice their 
Buckeye Hearts just to make it to that next 40 
minute game. They love the sport and show every 
person that watches the games they want it just as 
bad as the other guy or girl next to them. It is truly 
what sports are ~upposed to be. They give every­
thing they hav~ for that one shot to cut down the 
finarnet, to hold that trophy high and say, damn I 
made it! I am a National Champion! 
Overall the whole sporting event makes me hap­
pier than any other spor ting event in the world. It is 
one sport you do not have to tollow to enjoy and the 
action is fast-paced enough to keep everyone's at­
tention. whether it be gramps on the couch falling 
asleep, or the young guns that have an attention 
span worse than a monkey. It is a wonderful time of 
year and an amazing way to start the spring. It 
never seems to get old and it just gets better each 
year. 
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Bulldogs geared 
up for season 
As Bryant University Baseball swept Stonehill 
in conference play last weekend, look for Coach 
Jamie Pinzino's Bulldogs - backed by veteran 
pitching and a new look offense - to fly high this 
spring. 
By David Giardino 
Assistant Sports Editor 
As the Bulldogs (9-9, 2-0 in conference) look 
to progress in a difficult NE-lO conference in 
2007, there's one credo the club may wish to 
remind themselves of periodically: don't dwell 
on the past. In the past lies a 2006 season 
fraught with early season disappointment (a 2­
15 start) and a 
"and we had a back this season. 
lot of competi­
tive losses. It is 
what it is." But what separates the Bulldogs 
from most opponents is the dominance oftheir 
pitching staff. From rotation to bullpen, the 
dub has never had to worry about depth. 2006 
saw the Bulldogs shut down conference oppo­
nents to a tune of a 1.90 ERA (third lowest in 
the NE-10), and this season the rotation is 
picking up just where it left off. fiPitching is 
where it starts," added Pinzino, "guys got 
~reat experience last year, and it's really pay­
mg off this season." 
Any conversation about Bryant's pitching 
staff begins and ends with juruor Adam Vu010, 
an All-Conference pitcher last season. Vuolo 
appeared in 28 of the Bulldog'S 33 games in 
2006, posting a 3.73 ERA, three wins, and five 
saves. "[Adam] is so composed on the mound, 
you can put him in for any situation, in any 
game, and you know he can pitch you out of a 
jam," said Pinzino. Vuolo has already chalked 
up a 0.79 ERA in early 2007, with four saves. 
He has allowed just one earned run in ten ap­
pearances. 
Of course pitching was not the fatal flaw of 
the men's basebull team last season. The dub 
failed to produce any sort of offense in critical 
situations, and producing over six runs in any 
game las t season was rare. The solution: a 
quicker, more explosive lineup, both at the 
plate and on the bases. "We are more athletic 
offensively, and we've already stolen more 
bases than all of last year," Pinzino noted, 
"and hitting is contagious." It certainly has 
been early on this spring. Sophomore Pat 
McKenna leads the club with a .359 batting av­
erage, and freshman Nick Campbell leads the 
Bulldogs with 17 RBI's. Senior Mike Rocco 
adds a .320 average and a team-leading 24 hits 
to a surging Bulldog lineup, and every regular 
starter has stolen a base this season. 
The team started conference play right last 
weekend with a doubleheader sweep at Stone­
hill, 2-1 and 4-0. Junior Eric Loh struck out 
seven in seven innings in same one, and Kevin 
Cobb struck out six in six Innings in game two. 
Conference 
heartbreaking play is dra­
1-0 postseason matically 
loss to even­ more im­
tual conference portant 
champion than out­
UMass Lowell. side oppo­
Early on in nents. 
2007, however, Consider 
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are dramati­ that the 
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petitive sched­ non-confer­
ules in the ence oppo­
'ountry, the nents in 
Bulldogs are 2006, and 
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 still made 
their last 12, the post­

nd are 
 season, and 
q uickly be­ it's clear 

'omin!? a ior 
 why a 

idable 
 quick start 
Ipponent for in confer­
~ club in the ence play is 
crucial f r 
e ach a success-
J mil: PirlLino, ful~~ing.
ill his econd 
\'ear with the spring 
men's baseball scheaule 
team, has bodes its 
faced his share share of 
of challenges challenging 
early on. ''We opponents 
played a very for the club 
tough sched­ this season. 
ule against a The Bull-
lot of good Courtesy of the Afhle ... tic O ""'artmelOl do~s haVIe....- ep ... - ... nt 
teams," he a plvota 
said of 2006, Luke Cowan and the Bulldogs baseball team look to bounce April, with 
games at 
Bentley, 
Franklin 
Pierce, Stonehill, Merrimack, and a crucial 
four game series against 2006 conference 
champion UMass Lowell in early May to end 
the regular season. To Coach Pinzino, competi­
tion is beneficial to the character of the club: 
"good competition raises our level of play; we 
'Good competition raises 

our level of play' 

-Coach Pinzino 

are better prepared regardless of the situa­
tion." Though Pinzino failed to comment on 
what would qualify as a satisfying season, not­
ing that it's too early in the spring, it is safe to 
assume that a successful season is well under­
way, with a surging offense, a talented and ex­
perienced pitching staff, and a good early 
showing against a difficult conference oppo­
nent on the road. Though it may be too soon to 
conclude where the Bulldogs will land in 2007, 
it is certain this spring will showcase a tal­
ented pitching staff and an explosive lineup, a 
combination that could take the squad deep 
into the postseason come May. 
Bulldog Bites 

BalliIop b..udMll NaIOII comet to 811 end 
Aft r defeating Adelphi and Saint Rose in the N C"AA Di~ 
vision U Tournament, the Bryant m en's baskt~tbaJl te m 
dropped a 63-54 decis ion to Bentley in the Sweet Sixteen. It 
Wcl Bryan t's th ird trip to the Sweet Sixteen in four years. 
The g . m rkN.i the end of the careers of seniors Chris 
Bums, ate Sudlow, an Dc1ll Hammon . T1w thr seniors 
were part f mort.' than 90 victories during their time at 
Bryan t and helped the p rogram make four consecutive 
NCAA appearance . Bums and Junior Jon Ezeokoli were 
both named to the regional all-tournament team. Bums, who 
concludes his career 13th all- time at Bryant with 1,362 career 
points and th ird with 282 career three-point fi eld goals, was 
nam >d Second Team All·R gion by Daktrm· ' prior to the 
start of the NCAA rE'gional tournament. The 21 W lllS on the 
season mark the four th cons tive season of 20 or more vic­
tories for the Bulldogs. Bentley went on to lose in the Elite 
Eigh t against J e£cnding national champion Winona State. 
TIllS ended their 32 game winning streak, the best single sea­
son in tl e h istory of New Englcmd men's ba ketball. 
Mark your 

calendars 

Men's Lacrosse: Sat, March. 31 vs. St. Michael's* 1:00 
PM 
Womenrs Lacrosse: Sat, March 31 at Assump tion* 1:00 
PM; Wed, April 4 vs. Merrimack* 7:00 PM 
Baseball:Fri, March 30 at Assumption* 3:30 PM; Sun, 
April 1 vs. Southern Connecticut* 12:00 PM (DH); 
Tues, April 3 at Saint Rose* 3:30 PM; Wed, April 4 at 
Stonehill*; Thurs, AprilS vs. Saint Rose* 3:30 PM 
Softball: Sat, March 31 at Pace* 12:00 PM (DH); Sun, 
April 1 at CW Post 12:00 PM (DH); Tues, April 3 at 
Southern Connecticut* 3:00 PM (OH); Thurs, April S 
vs. Adelphi 3:00 PM (DH) • 
Women's Tennis: Sat, March 31 at LeMoyne*; Sun, 
April 1 at Saint Rose*; Tues, April 3 at Franklin Pierce* 
3:00 PM; Thurs, April 5 at Stonehill* 3:00PM 
Track & Field: Sat, March 31 at Rhode College Invita­
tionaI 10:00 AM 
* -Denotes Conference Game 
DH - Doubleheader 
Top Dogs 

Kevin Hoagland 
Sport: Men's Lacros~ 
Year. Sophomore 
Why this dog was picked: Scored five goals, th~ fi f th 
being an overtime game-WIDner in a HI-9 pset vi tory 
over #1 Le Moyne CoUey; . TIle ictorv sIl ctppcd the 
Dolphin' incredibl 7U-game North~a -HTConference 
win streak. Le Mu)'ne cam e inhl the gam~ rid ing a 21 
gam ' win streak and 6 regula r season unbeaten 
str k. Hoagland ill 0 tied lhe game v. ith 3:07 t p lay, 
c ping off a thrl:! -g lal c mel::i.K in thl' final perio . 
Caitlin Hansen 
Sport: Women's LCicro. 
Year.Juni r 
Why this dogwas picked: Po ted four~odl t lead 
th t>- BuIld I . 1 an 11 7 'V1C rv in their nome opener
Wedn :davaft moon. She al' added fOUT ground
balls an - v rt d on a fr >e-posataon goal. 
Do you like to write? Join The Archway's Sports 
Staff. E-mail archway@bryant.edu or join us on 
Mondays in Bryant Center Room 2b at 4:30 PM. 
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2007 National League Preview 

By Greg Hirshom 
Variety Editor 
I hope everyone enjoyed my preview for the 
American League in the 1ast issue, this week I will 
guide you through the National League and the up­
coming season. For those who do not know the 
rules, they are slightly different in the National 
League when compared to the American League. In 
the NL the pitcherbas a spot in the batting order 
but in the AL there is a designated hitter who hits in 
place of the pitcher. This leads to less powerful hit­
ting taking place in the NL, but this comes along 
with strategy added in terms of when a team should 
pinch hit for their weak hitting pitchers in the 
lineup. I will start in my favorite NL division to 
watch, the NL East. 
NL East 
1) Mets - The New York Metropolitans are a team 
that has players who make watching the game even 
-
more enjoyable than it is in the first 
is not what he used to be and is not worthy of filling 
the number one starting position, which it looks like 
he is going to be. Atlanta's offense is going to have 
to be the weapon keeping them alive for tfie 2007 
season. Chipper Jones has always been a great con­
tact hitter and there is no reason for this to slow 
down in the near future. Last year Chip hit .324 
with 26 horne runs. Another potent offensive player 
is another Jones, Andrew Jones. Andrew hit 41 
home runs last night with 126 RBIs and needs to 
have another season like this while avoiding in­
juries. The best developing player on the team is 
the catcher, Brian McCann who hit .333 with 24 
home runs last season. Especially from a catcher 
these numbers are huge, but even these numbers 
will not be enough to compensate for the lack of 
pitching on the team 
5) Nationals- The Nats are composed of players 
who were predicted to succeed as young players but 
never panned out. They were not willing to shell 
that has no problem hitting the ball for both contact 
and power. Berkman hit .315 with 45 horne runs 
last year and needs to produce similar numbers, 
which I feel he will, in 2007. Carlos Lee has been 
acquired for outfield power. Hitting 37 home runs 
last year, he has addea to the outfield which needed 
help in a big way. The Astros are close but still not 
at the level where they need to be. 
4) Reds- For a team with a tight budget the Reds 
have done a nice job putting together a competitive 
pitching staff. With Arroyo, Harang, and Saarloos 
this rotation will be a decent one capable of winning 
a few games. The starters need to perform as it does 
not look like the bullpen is going to be too great for 
Cinci in 2007. The inlield has a nice mix of veterans 
and youth. I see the younger players, in Phillips 
and Encarnacion, benefiting from the knowledge of 
the older players. In the outfield Griffey and Dunn 
have great power but what the Reds need are better 
batting averages out of both of these good players. 
They may have some power, but getting 
place. You can tell that several on base is also critical. 
5) Brewers- The Brewers have no pitchingplayers they have, -such as Reyes 
and Wright, always play with raw to speak of, besides Supan, so I am going 
emotion and their energetic styles to pass this category and go directlr to the 
offense. The Brewers have a mix 0 someof play are exciting. The pitdung 
young bats with serious potential and atstaff for the Mets is well prepared 
the same time some old men who have noto enter the season espeCIally in the 
bullpen. Veteran starter Tom business playing anymore. My favorite of­
fensive player of their's is Prince Fielder, Glavine is the ace of the staff and 
even at the ripe age of 42 there is son of the immortal Cecil Fielder. The kid 
not much of a reason to say that he has power and I can see him hitting far 
will not be a force to be reckoned more than the 28 home runs he hit last 
with. There is not one standout year. 
pitcher in the bullpen but rather a 6) Pirates- 2007 is going to be a long sea­
compilation of mediocre pitchers son in Pittsburgh for baseball fans. It all 
who can get the job done when starts with pitching and ends with pitch­
given the chance. Closer Billy ing in the PIrates' case as they are very 
Wagner saved 40 games last season limited in the area. Even if they do have 
although he did have trouble in one or two pitchers who know how to 
pressure situations which will con­ throw the ball they lack an offense to give 
tinue into the 2007 season. The in­ these hurlers run support. Nady, Bay, and 
field for the Mets is the strong LaRoche are semi stars that the team has, 
point of the team. First baseman but not enough to get anything done. 
Carlos Delgado is a consistently NL West 
good hitter, 38 homers last year, 
who adjusted to New York much better than I pre­
dicted last season. Like I mentioned before Reyes 
and Wright are the poster boys for the Mets. Reyes 
is an electric player who stole a remarkable 64 bases 
last season. Wright hit .311 with 116 RBIs proving 
himself one of the game's brightest young stars. The 
outfield is one fillea with contact hitting, especially 
with the acquisition of Moises Alou joining Carlos 
Beltran. This team shows the Latin Influence on the 
game of baseball as many Latin players join to­
gether to form the best team in the NL. 
2) Phillies- The Phils are much like the Mets in the 
sense that they are always eager and ready to put 
forth their best effort every night. Phillies pitching 
does not have the obvious ace that is required in a 
successful staff. They still do have several usable 
pitchers in Myers, Madison, and Garcia. If these 
pitchers play over their heads, like the Tiger's staff 
aid last year, they may be able to keep the team on 
their feet. The closer is the solid Tom Gordon, who I 
see as a talented pitcher with a great fastball. The 
lineup in Philly is prepared to do damage to oppos­
ing pitcher's ERA's in the upcoming season. It is 
going to be difficult for Howard to put up the same 
numbers as last season where he hit 58 home runs 
on his way to an MVP award. A player who did 
great last year but has the potential to put up even 
more enormous numbers is the young Chase Utley, 
who hit .309 with over 30 dingers last year. In the 
outfield Rowand and Burrell are formidable but a 
third solid outfielder is needed for the starting ros­
ter. This team is struchlred to win and I see tFi.em 
fighting tooth and nail with the Cubs for the wild 
card playoff spot. 
3) Marlins- The fish are a team with a solid back­
ground that can be built around with some invest­
ment from management. Young players are 
talented but any team needs the correct combination 
of young guns and veteran players. Without the 
correct circumstances young players will loose their 
way as veterans can offer much needed advice and 
tips. Without this guidance younger player'S 
growth can be stunted. For pitching Willis needs to 
perform better than he did last season because he is 
capable of better than the numbers that he put up in 
last year's sub par season. Miguel Cabrera is one of 
the most under-rated players in the league. He hit 
.339 last year and has a desire to succeed that you 
can feel just by watching him play. Former Red Sox 
player Hanley Ramirez stole over 50 bases last year 
and there is no reason to predict a decline. Players 
like Ramirez are some of the most fun to watch due 
to their speed and aggressive nature. The Marlins 
could have a great season this year if everything 
goes right but, with the lack of pitching I just do not 
see it happening 
4) Braves- It is no longer safe to place the braves at 
the top of the NL East every season without giving 
it a second thought. The braves no longer have the 
Glavine, Smoltz, and Maddox combo to keep the 
team afloat. The Braves still do have Smoltz but, he 
out the money to resign one of my favorite players, 
Alfonso Soriano, and this removes the majority of 
the pop from their lineup. For the most part the 
outfielCi. is seen as the area where the best hitters in 
the lineup play. For Washington this is n ttrue as 
they do not have much hope of receiving any extra 
power from anyone in the outfield. The pitching 
roster is much like the stadium that the team plays 
in. broken down and empty. 
NL Central 
1) Cardinals - The Cards are coming off a World Se­
ries title so they will be gunned for 6y the rest of the 
league from day one. For pitching the Red Birds 
don't have an abundance of big starters although, 
they do have a number one man in Chris Carpenter. 
Something that will bail the Cardinals out of start­
ing pitching problems is the bullpen that is assem­
bled in St. Louis. The bullpen does not have one 
star but it is deep with formidable talent and a key 
closer in Jason Isringhausen. It is difficult to find a 
hole in the Cardinal's line up. If I had to be critical 
and find one I would say that they do not have 
enough reliable infielders and if someone goes 
down they could be in trouble. What St. Louis does 
have IS the monstrous Albert Pujols. He hit .331 
with 49 homers last year and I only expect more 
from this exceptIonal player. The outfield hitting 
looks weak when you compare it to th~ talented in­
field bu t, it is still formidable and will get the job 
done. 
2) Cubs- TI1e Cubbies did the most out of any team 
to improve their team in the off-season and it will 
show come early April. It only takes one player to 
tum a team arouncf and that player for the Cubs 
will be Alfonso Soriano. Soriano is a 40/40 player 
meaning that he hit over 40 homeruns while st al­
ing over 40 bases last season. This is a rare com­
modity as most power hitters are not as mobile and 
exciting to watch once they reach the base path. 
Derek Lee and his bat will only help to further the 
amount of hitting in the lineup. The Cubs new 
Manager is former Yankee, Lou Piniella. Piniella is 
the best manager in the game with his direct and 
aggreSSive styre in dealing with his players. Some 
say he is too hard on his players but if you ask me if 
you want to get the most out of a team you need to 
be knowledgeable, which Lou is, and demanding of 
hard work, which Lou is. Zambrano is the ace of 
the staff but he will need help from players who are 
returning from injuries. Prior and Wood have been 
injury prone throughout their careers and their 
good health is needed if the Cubs want to make a le­
gitimate run this season. 
3) Astros- Roger Clemens will not be fitching for 
Houston on opening day but they stil will have a 
strong rotation ready to go. Oswalt and Wjlliams 
will lead the rotation into the '07 season without 
much help from anyone else on the staff. They do 
not have any other pitchers on the staff who can be 
relied upon for a wm on a consistent basis. Lead by 
Berkman and Lamb this is an example of an infield 
1) Dodgers- LA should not have much of 
a problem winning the weakest division in all of 
baseball. I would not call them a powerhouse by 
any means but they do have players who are able to 
get the job done. Penn}' and Lowe are the two 
starters that will be leading LA to ·visi n · . 
I see both of them winning dose to 20 games. What 
they have in their infield is something very rare 
where I could feasibly see every plarer hitting.300. 
If this does happen the Dodgers wil be a force to be 
reckoned with. With Gonzo and Pierre in the out­
field the Dodgers look like a legitimate team. 
2) Padres- San Diego made a big move in the off­
season with the acquiSition of Greg Maddux. With 
him Peavy and Wells the rotation is better than it 
was before. Wells will have a better season than he 
did last year even though he is not the pitcher he 
used to be he will still improve over last year. On 
offense the Pads do not have any players that are 
superstars but, from what I saw last year they seem 
to function well to~ether as a team. Adrian Gonza­
lez is the star of thiS solid team; he hit .304 last vear 
with 24 bombs. ' 
3) Giants- The Giants made the move they needed 
to make in the off-season by acquiring star pitcher 
Barry Zito. They did pay too much money for him 
but regardless they do have a number one man to 
go along with Morris and young gu~ Matt Cain. 
Aurillia and Durham make a solid offensive combo 
for the infield with some power and ability to make 
contact. The outfield is centered on Barry Bonds, 
who should break Henry Aaron's horne run record 
this season barring an unprecedented event. If you 
ask me I hope he is one home run short then he is 
exposed once and for all with evidence of using 
rOlds and is then banned from the game one home­
run behind Aaron. 
4)Diamondbacks- Arizona made the major move of 
signing Randy Johnson in the off-season. Randy 
will perform better in Arizona as he is now out of 
the spotlight which he could not handle in the New 
York market. Randy along with Webb and several 
other decent players will lead the D Backs to a sea­
son filled with some good starting pitching per­
formances. The offense is what is going to Kill 
Arizona as they do not have anyone able to take the 
team on his back and bring them to the next level. 
The Diamondbacks woulcf have been better off 
spending money on a bat than on the arm of John­
son in the off-season. 
5) Rockies - The number one thing that is important 
in Colorado is starting pitching to limit the offense 
which is enhanced by playing up at the high alti­
tude in the mountains. The Rockies do not under­
stand this concept as the one pitcher who I have any 
confidence in is Josh Fogg. Matt Holiday has the 
best bat on the team, last year he hit .326 with 34 
horne runs. Todd Helton is also reliable for some 
output. Besides these two players they do not have 
any other bats to help them. 
• • 
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The Daley ~oapbox: Save IKennedy Uncensored: 

an Arab, Drink a Red Bull 
So you're thirsting for an energy drink I The Fisking of the (God only knows why) and what do you 

grab for? Next time it better not be a Rock-
 I 
star. Vote with your dollar and stop spend- VI · M 1 
ingyour money on Rockstar; you'd be aglna ono ogues
appalled to know who profits from your I 
h~~~i~~wE:::~::::::::et:l:a::W 
By Ryan P. Daley host Michael Savage (who's real name is 
Opinion Editor Michael Weiner) and his son Russ Weiner 
founded the company which produces the 
energy drink they claim is the "best product of itsKind today, 
anyWhere in the world." The pair openly preach hatred at 
Rockstar events; hatred for homosexuals, Females in positions 
of power, Islam, immigrants. . . the list goes on. Weiner rarely 
forgets to remind the crowds at his events that he is "hetero­
sexual and proud." Savage usually follows Weiner with ex­
tremist derugrations of current social and political issues. 
Savage admittedly and openly identifies Arabs as inferior: "I 
think these people need to De forcibly converted to Christian­
ity... It's the only thing that can probably tum them into human 
beings." When the rest of the world turned to aid the tsunami 
victims during December of 2005, Savage argued against it: 
"Many of the countries and the areas in these countries that 
were hit by these tidal waves were hotbeds of radical Islam. 
Why should we be helping them destroy, us? ... I think what 
we're doing is feeding our own demise.' He questioned listen­
ers of his talk show "Tell me what doesn't upset a Muslim 
somewhere in the world. They have nothing to do but throw 
bombs and cut people's throats." These gross generalizations 
slow human progress while exciting his close-minded listeners 
who subscribe to this uncivilized hatred. 
Exhibiting his bigotry, he horrendously suggests purging 
the world ofArabs: "Smallpox in a blanket, wIDch tfie U.S. 
Army gave to the Cherokee Indians on their long march to the 
West, was nothing compared to what I'd like to see done to 
these people... I'm not going to be too intellectual about my 
analysis here in terms of what I would recommend, what Doc 
Savage recommends is an antidote to this kind of poison com­
ing out of ~e ~~dle East ~o?, these ~on-hu~~s." He's ~ven 
d vocated tor k,lhn&100 million Muslims, clamun8 AmerIcans 
I 
awareness about violence and straight face? anatomy. Although this next 
re"very epre5sed by weakness that America IS SO' ~ sexual .' xplana- Th poor girl didn't need message was in tile context of 
to these psyChotics in the Muslim world. They say, 'Oh, there s tion would have worked, protection from boys; she causing women to moan more 
a billion of them.' I said, 'So, kill 100 million of them, then were it not for the dis­ needed protection from loudly, there is great impor­
there'll be 900 million of them.' I mean, would you rather die -- turbingly lighthearted stealth rapists, twisted twenty-four tance in learning to hold 
would you rather us die than them?" The racism doesn't lesbian porno and inlaid pa­ year old horny lesbians in­ things off until rater for 
stop there! He even attacks popular conservatives; he claims triarchal conspiracy theory. cluded. If the Vagina Mono­ greater rewards. Using this 
that Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was"chosen by The Vagina Monologues be­ logues wants to oe considered concept for orgasm is shallow; 
George Bush as part of an affirmative action program in order gins by objectifying women a serious indictment of sexual applymg it to marriage is 
to maKe his Cabmet look like America." He said she has been and a recurring theme assault, maybe it should not golden. Put off sex ladies and 
"pushed up the ladder all of her life because of social engineer­ throughout is you are your include positive spin on les­ gentlemen: despite the end­
ing." Doesbe really defend conservative ideals or is he SImply vagina, your vagina is you." I bian statutory rape. This is the ress supply of jokes to the 
a racist and sexist? was raised to be1ieve women worst example; rwon't even contrary, married couples (and men) are their minds, go in to how some mono- Continued on page 12Continued on page 13 
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hearts, and souls. Women logues are little more than 
aren't vaginas, they have promotion for lesbian pornog­
them. raphy. It is pretty farfetched to 
One Monologue that have a lawyer quit her job to 
makes the "awareness" line become a lesbian dominatrix 
difficult to take seriously is as in "The Woman who Loved 
"The Little Coochie Snorcher to Make Vaginas Happy." Last 
That Could." A series of I checked ilie rro-woman 
events happens to a little girl message was 'porn hurts 
over time, mcluding a boy women." I have also heard 
punching her in her genitals being a female lawyer in a 
By Brian S. Kennedy and a man raping her, and as male lawyer's world is em­
Assistant Opinion Editor a 16Jear old girl she is intoxi­ powering; my bad on both 
cate and molested, including counts. I wouldn't care so 
The four words used to best being told to masturbate her­ much, if not for the fact that 
describe Bryant's rendition of self, by a twenty-four year old these se~ents are acted out 
The Vagina Monologues: Su­ woman who is described as with leVIty and not a sense of 
perb Acting; Poor Canon. Not "gorgeous." We got the edited dire urgency, such as in pas­
only were our Vagina War­ version: the one that did not sages involving males raping 
riors experts on stage, they' have the line "if it was rape, it and exploiting women often 
manased to avoid projectile was a good rape." The appar­ only sentences apart in the 
vomiting from reading the ex­ ent message: Rape by mare is same monolosue. 
plicit texts. Having retained bad. Rapeby female is "ex­ Lest you think I reserve 
most of my human dignity, I ploring sexuality." If any­ only criticism and scorn, one 
probably could not bring my­ thing, I find the woman's can walk away from The 
self to have an audience Chant ending line to the girl's Vagina Monologues with 
the word "cunt" after using a mother, "there won't be any some valuable lessons. A 
variety of adjectives utilizing boys comins around here" to short skirt is not an indication 
each of the four letters, ending be deeply dIsturbing. How of sexual availability. Birth is 
with literally orgasmic enthu­ cruel do you have to be to Worth - no one would be 
siasm. molest a woman's daughter around without women so 
The Vagina Monologues is and then talk about protecting bless your soul they exist and 
sold as a method to raise her child's welfare with a were designed with the right 
School Vouchers: Today's 
Answer for a Brighter Future 
same amount of education and years in theBy Chris Dwyer same district earn the same amount; neither 
Contributing Writer subject matter, nor grade level factor into a 
teacher's salary. Clearly, teaching differentWhy do we leave education in the hands of 
subjects and different age groups requires dif­the public sector? Why does today's society ferent knowledge and experience. Many indi­feel that the government can provide the best 
viduals from my hometown wanted to becomepossible education for children? I contend physical education teachers. The individualsthat the failure in the current K-12 educational 
wanted to teach, but preferred teaching kick­system is in large part due to inefficient gov­ ball, not calculus. There is an appeal to teachernment production. Furthermore, I advocate physical education over a more fundamentalprivatizing education through the use of 
subject such as mathematics. There needs toschool vouchers. be an incentive in the form of a wage premiumMost research shows that K-12 public 
to teach the fundamental subjects, sucb asschools in the United States continue towards 
mathematics and language arts, as these aremediocrity. Student progress has been almost 
critical to successful educational performance.stagnant over the years. Recently in the Provi­ Moreover, there is inefficiency in thedence Journal, an article stated that about one 
teacher labor market because of the structureout of four Rhode Island students in the K-lO in teachers' salaries. For example, let's say apublic school system read below grade level. bad teacher teaching in a school system for fif­In the urban districts, it's about one out of 
teen years makes $55,000. Also, let's say aevery two Rhode Island students who struggle good teacher teaching in the same school forin reading. This is simply unacceptable. five years earns $30,000. In this scenario, theOne of the main problems in tne current K-
school is paying the poorer teacher a higher12 educational system is that, for the most 
salary based on the number of years teachingpart, schools are run by the government. 
rather than performance. This inefficiencyGiven the lack of competition and incentives 
would never occur in the private sector_to reward quality teaching, it is no wonder If education were proauced by the privatethat ,Public schools are failing. The lack of in­
sector, a teacher's salary would be based oncentive to improve quality leads to a poor out­ performance. If the wage structure werecome at the price of a child's education. 
changed to reward performance, perhapsI believe that one of the biggest failures 
more qualified individuals would be attractedwith the current K-12 education system is the into the market. In addition, many publicteacher's labor market. In the current system, 
schools currently fail to retain their best teach-a teacher's pay is determined by credits and 
years within the system. Teachers with the Cont'd on page 12 
• • 
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KU: The Vagina Monologues 

Cont'd from page 11 	 mire, and eat pussy. Even the g~ guys are only 
good if they worship at The Vasma Altar.have more and more fulfilling sex. Bonus tip for The event pamphlet.we receIve~ states that a~ a
men: foreplay is important, don't just stiff your lady male, we might feel as If we are pnvy to women s(see conservatives can do sexual Innuendo too!) . conversations in the locker room. As a male, what IThat is where the positive ends though. The found I was privy to was a paranoid universe whereVagina Monologues has a bad habit of blam~g .ei~ every man is a rapist, a patriarchal agent, or a . .ther America, society, or both for the acts of mdivId­ weirdo. I don't blame Providence College for kicking 
ual rapists. The narrative in "~rooked Brai~:' is it off campus: why s!t0uld a religious school put upparticularly notable for shunting b!ame on th~ with over an hour ot blatant man-hatred, blame
white man" for taking land centunes ago, causmg shifting and objectification of both men and women? 
one man to horribly abuse his wife. Accordin& to . I really don't care how popular something i~ on dif­
"My Angry Vagina," all men are part of ~n evIl patrI­ ferent campuses; my bet is Jackass 2 rates hIg~e~
archy that simply hates to see women enJoy ~y sex­ than The Passion of The Christ, but Jackass 2Isn t.the
ual pleasure at all- it even states that the patrIarchy better or more socially relevant movie. I support tree
exists to cause women to hate themselves. The rapes speech; I also support shedding light on s~pidity
after the bombing in Islamabad in "The Memory ?f and The Vagina Monologues, as a canon, IS stuck onHer Face" are placed by inference on the US for CIt­
stupid. It is the heart, mind, and soul that make theing "collateral damage." Everyone is always to blame human being, not the genitals. I'll take human com­for rape except for the rapists themselves, it seems: passion, brilliance, and essence over an organ that fa-All this eventually adds up to.a theme: all men m. cilitates urination any day. .The Vagina Monologues are aepicted as ~ome combI­ I repeat my conclusion: Superb Acting; Poor
nation of violent rapist, adulterer, and wife-beate~. Canon. How much better it would have been to ex­The one token exception is Bob, a completely bonng, perience Hamlet, Paradise Lost, or ~acbeth: works
undistinguished flat character whose only notable that do not hide what they are nor Impale them­
characteristic is that he literally loved to look at, ad- selves on their own spear. 
School Vouchers 
Cont'd from page 11 	 ents to choose to send their child fact strongly demonstrates how 
to a private school. Given choice, vouchers can create better qualityers. Correcting the wage structure 
parents ~ek out the sc~ool that education.could also improve teacher reten­
will prOVIde the education best In New York a voucher systemtion. 
suited for their children. In the­ was established for low-incomeAnother major failure with the 
ory, education dollars woul~ then African-Americans who gualified.current government provision of be used more wisely and effi­ According to Howell and Peter­K-12 education is the lack of com­
ciently if parents were given this son's study in 2002, the African­petition. Privatizing education 
choice. 	 Americans who utilized theirwould promote competition Currently, children in low-in­ school voucher and switched toamong schools. Competition 
come families are at an extreme private schools scored better thanwould force schools to improve as disadvantage in the choice of comparable students in a control they would compete for students. 
schools they can attend. The group in the first three years of theThe schools that fail to meet stan­
school voucher would allow more program. According to the study,dards would be forced to reform 
choice. An ideal school voucher these students scorea higher byor else they would have to close 
could be used towards any public 3.9 percentile points in t11.e firsttheir doors. More importantly, 
school or private school nearby. year; 6.3 percentile points in .thecompetition would encourage The voucner would allow children second year; and 6.S percentile public schools to trim bureau­ in lower income families to attend points in the third year.cracy, improve programs, and better schools that were previ­ In conclusion, privatizing edu­strengthen \ll~ncura. . 
ously unaffordable. 	 cation through school voucne rsBy privatizmg education, Ultimately, every student would proviCfe many incentivesgreater efficiency and better edu-. 
would gain from a voucher sys­ for parents and schools to alloca~ecation would result from competi­
tem because school choice would education dollars wisely and effi­tion. However, it is not 
enhance productivity in schools ciently. The difficult part of the.completely feasible to suddenly 
through competition. According voucher program is implementingprivatize education when there 
to theNational Bureau of Eco­ it into a large-scale, umversal pro­are so many public schools in op­
nomic Research, the voucher pro­ gram. However, the idea oferation. I recommend school gram in Milwaukee demonstrated school choice should continue tovouchers to promote competition. 
that schools facing substantial be discussed. It is a tough chal­What is a school voucher? A 
competition have seen achieve­ lenge but we owe it to our chil- . school voucher is a tax credit tied 
ment rise by as much as 4.7 na­ dren to provide the best e~ucationto education expenditures. Cur­
tional percentile points faster pe! possible given our constramts.rent school vouChers allow par- year tnan in control schools. This 
Letter to the Editor: 
Deart Editor, 
Thank ou for the extremely well written article by Bria~ Kennedy, ,,\ssis!ant Opinio~ Editor, on the ~th 
about abortion In our society. it is always refreshing to find the pro-life SIde of abortion represente~ m a 
newspaper so intelligently ~d passiona!ely: If anyone missed B.ri~'s article which came out the Fnday be­
fore 5pnng Break, it is definitely worth finding a copy and readmg. 
-Jennifer Edwards, Amica Center for Career Education 
By Brian Ford 
StaffColumnist 
Unit 26, 
Reporting 
For Duty 
About a month ago I was 
given the oppor~nity of a 
fifetime. I was gIven the 
chance to go between the 
lines and to fight the good 
fight. I was given the chance 
to become one of the few, 
the proud. That's right; I 
was given the chance to be a 
DPS officer for a night. 
The night started at the 
DPS station, where I was 
briefed on what would fol­
low in this most exciting 
night. It was there I would e~rn my identity 
within the system. For the mght I would no . 
longer be Brian Ford, I would be kn?~ as Umt 
26. I got my first ride in a DPS ca~, SItting shotgun 
and making the best of my expenen~e. I got .to . 
test out my own personal radIO, call m certam m­
fractions/orders, and keep a watchful ey~ for any 
wrongdOings that may have been occur.rmg on 
campus. Because it was a Wednesday mght, I was 
told not much would happen. . 
We continued to make our rounds, talkmg 
about things which the DPS officers do during 
their days/nights at work. One thing I found out 
is that all DPS officers are CPR/First Aid certified. 
I also found out that DPS officers work in three 
overlapping shifts of between eight and ten hours 
each. As we were discussing all this, a call came 
in over the radio. There was action going on 
down in the townhouses! My heart was pound­
in& my mind was racing, I was ready to go. My 
skills as a DPS officer would be put to th~ test. ('>.s 
the regulars handled it, I, unit 26, called m the m­
fraction and also helped get forms ~or my superi­
ors. Soon, Smithfield police had arrIved and It 
was handled properly with great teamwork ~­
tween our team and their team. Because of pn­
vacy, I am not allowed to .say what was ,?~curring; 
~l~l~.~~.~~~~~.~.' 
After finishing up wi the prits, and saYIng 
goodbye to Smithlield's finest, 1 looked at my 
watch and saw 2AM. My shift was o.ver already! 
Where did the time go? After returning to the 
DPS station, I handea in my rad~o, and at that 
moment I once again became Bn~ Ford. 
My experience with the DPS officers was ex­
tremely exdting, but it als? showed me a much 
different side of Bryant's finest. I .was .able t? talk 
with the officers in an informal SItuation, dISCUSS 
different things that occurred on campus in the 
past, and see anoth~r side of the officers. In all se .. 
riousness, these officers deserve a lot of ~espect. 
What they do for us day in and day out IS some­
thing that we can never return to ~em. They love 
doing their job which is not to pumsh us, but to 
protect us. The men and wom~~ of the Depa!t­
ment of Public Safety take theIr Jobs very sen­
ously. but also take us very seriously. Their big mes~ge: show us respect, and they will show . 
you respect. So the next time you see a DPS offi­
cer on your escapades during Bryant weekends, 
make sure to say hello, and more irnPOT!ru:ttly, . 
thank them for the great job they do. This IS Vmt 
26, signing off. 
• • 
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Observations 

Compiled by Lauren Cimino and Ryan P. Daley 
2 PM, no table 4 V! 
Are we the only ones who notice the Conference Of­
fice tends to be vacated on and after 2PM? I swear it 
is the only office at Bryant where you can't get in 
contact with anyone. Considering the office is used 
by organizations for reserving tables, you'd think 
they would put more staff in there. 
Apathy in Action 
We're a bit disappointed with the lack of interest in 
the Senate elections this year: only 24% of the un­
dergraduate student body voted. What happened to 
the other 76% of you? 
Spillage 
What's up with the nasty floods around L block 
lately? That's all we have to say about that. 
Spring Break is over... 
Why is it that it's been two weeks since Spring Break 
and yet our newstands are still covered in sprng 
break flyers? Take a break people and stop wasting 
trees because those flyers oruy end up in the trash. 
Did you enjoy the Career Fair? 
If you're an accounting or finance major looking in 
RI, MA, or CT, we're sure you enjoyed all the job 
and internship possibilities, but what happened to 
the other 17 majors, 47 states, and other countries? 
The Daley Soapbox 

Cont'd from page 11 
Savage has even stooped 
so low as to attack human 
rights activists - the last peo­
pre on earth nearly every 
other political commentator 
(regardless of affiliation!) 
would ever think about 
touching' "When .rou hear 
' human rights,' think gays. 
When you hear 'human 
rights, think only one thing: 
someone who wants to rape 
your son. And you'll get it just 
right. OK, you got it, right~ 
When you hear 'human 
rights, think only someone 
who wants to molest your 
son, and send you to jail if 
you defend him." He told a 
homosexual caller on his 
MSNBC show, The Savage 
Nation: "Oh, you're one of the 
sodomites. You should only 
get AIDS and die, you pig... 
you piece of garbage. You 
have got notKing to do today, 
~o eat a sausage and choke on 
It." This stunt got him canned 
from 1V and he probably 
won't ever have another 
chance to exhibit kitsch over 
the screen again. In one of 
his most absurd and bizarre 
propositions is calling for the 
trading of mitts and oats for 
machine guns and hand 
grenades: "1 have nothing 
against baseball, but the times 
don't call for an obsession 
with sports. They call for a 
militarization of our chil­
dren." His macabre ideology, 
repulsive bigotry, 
cious logic dumbfound even 
the most far right conserva­
tive ideologues! People like 
Michael Savage give a horri­
ble name to other conserva­
tives and grossly 
misrepresent what conser­
vatism truly is. 
Money is power and pro­
vides an opportunity for the 
propagation of the tasteless 
hate these clowns spew. Join 
me in boycotting Rockstar en­
ergy drinks; don't purchase 
them, don't even take the free 
ones the "campus reps" hand 
out. My advice: next time you 
need an energy boost, grab a 
Red Bull, Amp, Monster, Full 
Throttle, or one of the other 
hundreds of energy drink 
products on the market. Or 
you could do what normal 
people did before any of this 
crap existed: get some sleep. 
Do you have an 

opinion? 
If so, submit a Let­
ter to the Editor or 
join The Archway's 
Opinion staff. 

Email 

archway@bryant.edu 

Sinton Says: liN0 Sex Please, 

We're Daddy's Little Girls" * 

I'm not 
sure if 
many of 
you have 
beenfol­
lowing 
stories in 
the press 
regarding 
the latest 
By Toby Sim~n ceremony 
StaffColummst taking 
place 
throughout the United States, 
the Purity Ball. Dad dons a 
tuxedo, daughter wears a for­
mal gown, a limousine is 
rented, rings are slipped on to 
fingers, there's a wrote cake 
and an exchange of vows. 
However, there isn't a ~room 
in the picture and the httle 
girl in the long gown is 
daddy's little girl. The vows 
exchanged are ones in which 
the daughter promises to re­
main chaste and pure until 
marriage and dad signs a 
covenant, protecting his 
daughter's chastity by living 
an unblemished life. 
Don't get me wrong. It's 
. not that I m against aosti­
nence or waiting until a com­
mitted relationship to become 
sexually active. And I'm cer­
tainly in favor of living an un­
blemished life, whatever that 
means. But I am disturbed by 
some of the elements of the 
Purity Ball. Personally, I find 
it kind of creepy and I don't 
think I'm alone in this opin­
ion. It's as if "your Iittle girl" 
is marrying daddy. Yuck. 
Many dads slip a "purity 
ring" around the finger of 
their daughters or offer them 
"chastity bracelets". The idea 
is that the girls will entrust 
this jewelry to their husbands 
on their wedding night. 
"The father makes a pledge 
that he is going to keep his 
mind pure and be faithful to 
her mother and there is also a 
time when there is a conversa­
tion about putting the right 
kinds of things in your mind, 
such as the father not using 
pornography", stated Leslee 
Unruh, founder of Abstinence 
Clearin~house. 
And ill case you think this 
is just a trend which can't pos­
sibly catch on, think again. 
Last year there were VlOO Pu­
rity Balls mostly in the south 
and midwest, and the Absti­
nence Clearinghouse thinks 
the numbers will double this 
year. The popularity of these 
galas dovetails nicely with the 
Bush administration's support 
of abstinence education. 
Again I do believe in teach­
ing about abstinence but I 
also believe that we need to 
be teaching about condom 
use, sexually transmitted in­
fections, and healthy sexual 
expression. There is also good 
research and recent studies on 
adolescents who take purity 
pledges. The majority of these 
teens break thelledge within 
a few years, an they are 
more likely to have unpro­
tected and risky sex when 
they do. One collaborative 
study done by Columbia and 
Yale found that 88 percent of 
teens who pledgecf abstinence 
wound up having sex before 
tntng igest: 
The Times They 

Are A Changing 

By Kim Cole 
Staff Columnist 
and 

Peter Connors 

Assistant Opinion Editor 
To our great pleasure, Shawn P. Monaghan, 
the General Manager of Bryant University 
Dining Services, was quick to respond to a re­
cent article in the Dining Digest, which dis­
cussed the status of 
vegan options available 
on campus. He was kind 
enough to take us on a tour liThe long-term
of the behind-the-scenes ac­
tions at Salrno, as well as application of these 
discuss possible means to 
improving dining services changes could be 
on campus for vegans and 
the general student body. subject to studentPete and I discussed a 
myriad of changes with Mr. 
Monaghan that included usage." 
small adjustments (such as 
offering at least one low-fat 
dressing at the salad bar every day, 
providing raw sugar for coffee, and adding ro­
maine lettuce to tfie menu each day). These 
changes also included in-depth modifications 
(the possibility of offering healthier late night 
dining options, providing healthful snacks 
such as Clif Bars and r,rotein shakes, and 
changing juices from 'orange drink" to 100% 
juice). While some changes are easier to make 
than others are, we eagerly anticipate the real­
ization of a least a few of the improvements 
we spoke with Mr. Monaghan about. 
Students may not realize the efficacy they 
marriage. 
And why are we just focus­
ing on our daughters? What 
about our sons?" Don't we 
want them to be as chaste as 
our daughters or can they 
sow their wild oats (with 
whom I wonder) and just be 
relieved that they're receiving 
the chastity ring on their wed­
ding night? 
And why pe~tuate the 
"daddy's little gIrl" depend­
ence when we should be in­
stilling in pre-teen and 
teenage girls that they are 
highly caEable of achieve­
ments with or without the 
sUEport of men. 
SO how about we figure 
out a way to help parents 
with the commurucation skills 
they need to talk about sex 
with their kids, to talk about 
their family values, and to ad­
dress the role religion plays in 
their lives without holding a 
wedding-like ritual? And 
how about providing parents 
with accurate information 
about adolescent develop­
ment so they have a better un­
derstanding of what their 
Ere-teens and teens are going 
through. That way, when and 
if a teenager breaks a ['ledge 
of chastity, the teen WIll expe­
rience less shame and embar­
rassment and might actually 
talk to their parents about 
what happening in their lives. 
Toby Simon 
.. From an AFP article by Joce­
lyne Zablit, 3/'22./07 
possess in creating changes to the menu avail­
able at Salmo. If you haven't already noticed 
that Grape-Nutsbave become avaifable at the 
cereal table, Mr. Monaghan told us that this 
was the result of a student complaint via email 
about how only sugared cereals are available. 
The student specifically cited Grape-Nuts as a 
healthful alternative, and Mr. Monaghan was 
quick to oblige. It's easy to become discour­
aged when trying to eat healthfully on cam­
pus, but as Mr. Monaghan has demonstrated 
for us, concrete 
changes can be made 
so long as the student 
body takes an 
active role in bringing 
concerns to the fore­
front. If you have any 
concerns or sugges­
tions for improvement, 
please contact Mr. 
Monaghan at smon­
asha@bryant.edu 
dIrectly. He is ex­
tremely' approachable 
and Willing to make 
accommodations that are within his sphere of 
influence. 
The long-term application of these changes 
would be subject to student usage. With help­
ful administrators like Mr. Monaghan goin~ to 
such lengths to help establish healthier options 
on campus, we as students must also do our 
part. Healthier choices can only be expected to 
be provided if students are actively requesting 
them. It is our resp()l1sibility to make the deci­
sions today that will impact our health tomor­
row. 
•

varlet 
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Bulldog Reviews: 300 

By Michael Pickowicz 
Staff Columnist 
A few weeks ago, I mentioned how some 
movies can succeed with minimal plot and 
meaningless dialog as long as the action is 
well thought out and entertaining. The movie 
"300" may be one of the best examples of that 
theory, as it offers some of the biggest thrills 
you can find in a theater right now. 
"300" is a pure action movie, through and 
through. The movie is based on a graphic 
novel by the same name, written by F:rank 
Miller of "Sin Gty" fame. The basic plot of 
the mov·e is that the country of PerSIa is 
threatening to take over Sparta. Unfortu­
nately for Persia, the Spartan ~ng, L onidas, 
isn't about to let that happen. When the king 
is denied p,ermission from the wise men to 
wage a fUll war against the P rsians, 
Leonidas illegally ta~es ~OO o~ his best men to 
try and stop the PersIan invasIOn. 
The heart and soul of this movie revolves 
around the endless number of battles the 
Spartans encounter. I per ·onally found them 
to be perfectly choreographed, always keer­
ing me on the edge of my seat in awe of al 
the gore that was unfolding before me. The 
many different tactics and weapons used in 
battle keep the movie from being tedious and 
repetitive. I also found the enemies in the 
movie to be creative and well characterized; 
each scene bringing on new foes with his 
own unique skills. 
One of the most im portant aspects of 
"300" is the way it was made to look. The 
dull colors the movie boasts give an old, an­
cient feeling. What impressed me even more 
was how they were abl e to adapt the movie 
look from a graphic novel. WhHe watching, I 
could almost vi­
.----T-h-loS-M-O-V-loe-----, sualize the drawn 
out pictures that 
earned 4 out of 5 the movie was in­
spired by. 
B lId ,,~. While the bat-l===U==O::::!'FJ~iS===l tles in the movie 
~i . arhe exhilarating, 
ot er a5l?ects 0 f
the mOVIe seem~~ to be lacking. 
One example 
would be the dia­
log, which for the 
L...-___ ~~-=-___=-_......... most p art is 

Courtesy of Warner Bros. 
laughably bad and pretty predictable for a 
movie of this sort. Also, while the plot does a 
good enough job stringing the multiple battles 
together, its not very deep or thougnt- provok­
ing. 
Though "300" may not be the most intell i­
gent movie out there, it makes up for It by de­
livering unbelievable battles that will have your 
eyes glued to the screen. If you're looking for a 
movie that offers pure action and you're willing 
to forgive a few bits of dialog, this movie is a 
must-see. That being said, this isn't for those 
with weak stomachs. "300" gives tl1e audience 
all the blood, guts, sex, abs and gore they could 
ever dream ofin a 120 minute period. "300" 
eams 4 Bulldogs out of 5. 
Horoscopes 
Push hard 110" 31 j nlilk 0Ii rn(}J~' )'QU"C be 0" 
drcrunu", OIhIwL H IOU ha ~ot:thiIlA; $ell. put it (If) 
tJ 
Collyer's Concerts: 
Steven Kellogg and the Sixers 

By Evan Collyer 
Staff Columnist 
It has been a long time since 
I went to a concert. With all 
the excitement of O.A.R. com­
ing to Bryant University for 
SP13's Spring Weekend 2007 
"What Happens at Bryant 
Stays at Bryant." Back in Feb­
ruary, Stephen Kellogg and the 
Sixers with special guest 
Michael Paris played at the 
Century Lounge in Provi­
dence. M ichael Paris, who was 
originally the keyboardist for 
O.A.R., opened up the show, 
playing songs from his debut 
solo album. 
Stephen Kellogg and the 
Sixers went on stage to a 
packed house at the Cen tury 
Lounge. The crowd was 
packed with Bryant students 
who went out to show their 
support for Ste"hen and com­
pany. Stephen s energy on 
stage was great as he con­
versed with the audience and 
his fellow band members in­
between songs. The set list in­
cluded songs from Stephen 
KeUog and the Sixers' five stu­
dio re1eased albums. The 
crow d sang along to such fan 
favorites as "See you later, see 
you soon," "Such a way" and 
"My Sweet Charade." As the 
show went on, the intensity in­
creased as guitarist Chris . 
"Birdman" Soucy jumped into 
the crowd to do a little break 
dancing. The show went well 
overall, and 1 am excited to an­
nounce that Stephen Kellog 
and the Sixers, who have re­
cently been signed to Everfine 
Re ords, the home of O.A .R., 
will b performing at Bryant 
University on April 28th as part 
of WJMF/s Spring Stock with 
fellow guests Team Goldie and 
Fungus Amungus (not an in­
cubus cover band). 
Listen online @ "V\t""v . ~nf887o coln 
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Alan and Sf>(!)· The Joint Adventure 
Chart topping Emerson Drive performs 
By Alan Waters the show just got better and better; 

Staff Writer they mixed new songs and old to en­
tertain the crowd ana kept them 

Believe.it or not, before coming to happy all together. For me it was great 
Bryant I was not a country fan. Actu- because I only knew a few of their was no different. 
ally, for the most part I could not songs, and they actually played a few 
stand it, and for some reason I hated of the ones I knew, like "A Good Man" 
listening to it. Maybe it is because of and "Last One Standing." They really 
the stereotypical style of the down know how to get the crowd involved 
south ac­
cent that 
just seemed 
to bug the clition 
1eck out of 
me. Then, 
during one great show. 
fam ous trip 
to Camp 
Woodstock 
fr slun an 
year as an 
Orientation 
Leader. It 
was there 
that a very 
good friend, 
Brendon 
Martin, 
who has 
since gradu­
ated and 
left Bryant, 
introduced 
me to the 
Rascal 
Flatts. I Brad Mates Danick Dupelle and David Pichette of Emerson Drive 
gave them '.
chance and amaze the crowd last Thursday In the MAC. 
next thing I 
knew, I came home and downloaded a and excited, even at one point having 
few of their CDs and the rest is his- the entire crowd singing lyrics. After 
tory. Now I can truly say I appreciate talking with people, the overall con-
country music. Yes Dad believe it, I sensus was tney really do know how 
am telfing the truth. Last Thursday to put on a great show and did a great 
just added to my liking of country JOD interacting. 
music. Thanks to Bryant, and more If you are someone like me, who 
importantly SPB in particular Jason loves to listen to live music, it is al-
Christman and Evan Collyer, Bryan ways nice to see a band or performer 
Collins and Shannon Wheeler, we who truly loves the music they sing. 
were blessed with the presence of You could tell Emerson Drive was that 
Emerson Drive, who put on a great type of group. They talked about the 
show. songs they performed and even at 
Emerson Drive came onto stage to some points explained the meaning 
a great applause from the crowd and and importance behind them. I did good at it. 
it was officially announced? 

-A Concerned Student 

After talking with Evan Collyer, the SPB Bands and Concerts Co-Chair, I was 
happy to find the real reason behind this question. Apparently, the news leaked 
through the Internet from Atlantic Records which is the parent company of 
O.A.R's record label. The information showed on some sort of press release 
website, and snowballed from there. Evan said, "Of the 7 of us, we do our best 
to remain quiet about the concert and prevent any leaks. The phone calls I re­
ceived while in Nashville for NACA were a huge shock having my friends and 
other students I knew calling me and informing me they now knew who was 
coming for spring weekend." When asked how he tntly felt about the leak, Evan 
told me he was "annoyed, not only me but all those of us in charge of putting on 
spring weekend because we want to keep a tradition of having a kickoff event in 
the rotunda to reveal the band to the campus." 
-Email ALLQUESTIONSTOaskjoedoe@gmail.com 
-I accept any and all questions both about and not about 
the campus. 
-Inappropriate questions might not make the paper but will 
be enjoyed' 
-Questions do not have to be signed, however I stongly wel­
come people to take pride in your question. 
Thanks for your questions 
-Joe Doe 
enjoy seeing that, and more impor- • 
tantIy, seeing how much the crowd 
got into the music. Live music always 
creates a good vibe and last Thursday 
The band finished their set, but 
Bryant students were not done listen-
ing to the music and Emerson Drive 
was not done performing. The de-
mand for an encore was expressed 
and the band was more than 
happy to perform an amazing ren-
f tlte "Devil Went Down To 
Ge rgia ." They used great solo 
performances to add to an alrea y 
My only complaint with the 
concert was the fact tha t a t the end 
of the show, Joe Doe, the handy 
camera man for U1e Arch way, and 1 
waited twenty minutes for a brief 
interview and a picture with the 
group for the Archway. Unfortu-
nately, we did not get the op-portu-
nity -- even thou~h they had 
agreed to a brief mterview - we 
were not granted one. SPB felt 
truly awful and I felt bad for them, 
because it was thrown in at the last 
minute that they did not have time. 
I understand the busy schedules of 
performers; it was just tough to 
hear that they were too busy to an-
swer four quick questions. I would 
Joe Domaney have loved to get some great 
quotes in from them, but they were 
too busy. The performance was 
amazing, and I just wish their 
manager was a bit more student-
orientatea and cared about their pub-
licitv a bit more. Yes, we are a small 
school, but our students still matter. 
Overall I would recommend that 
anyone see them live in concert. They 
are absolutely worth seeing live; they 
do a great job of bringing the best out 
of songs in their CDs ana you would 
not be disappOinted in watching them 
perform. Next week, make sure you 
read us again as- we take it to a funnier 
side, when Alan goes and gets a few 
laughs at the comedian. Until then be 
good and if you cannot be good, be 
How did everyone practically all the 
Students of Bryant find out the Spring 
Weekend band was O.A.R. long before 
Absolut's 
Poetry 
Comer: 
The Search for Gold 
By: N iJ Parrott 
Sta{fPoet 
Hate for Ignorance 
By: Kevin Anderson 
StafJPoet 
Ignorance in this society 
It's gotten too much for me 
Whit Whites are mostly judged for 
being 
Blacks, my own race, that's what I'm 
seeing 
Martin had a dream 
Come true? Does not seem 
Less Racism yes, not gone completely 
I only named tw races I see flaw in 
While the card pulled most is Tace 
w this is a di.sjrace 
COWBe raasm still exists 
Bu IOII1e can1t.see, there are mists, 
that cloud peoples:viewand you, you 
need to top being you 
Cause the truth isyou're ignorant, 
but~ t sucks cause I am too 
say1poranceJsha andenvy 
well thaf's notbingnew 
"":l:IeR~ w.hat is, as Ion asyou 
back on you too 
or u IIllSSlODS or com­
ments co tact Neil Parrott 
at nparrotl@bryant.edu 
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"I did nothing ov r 
re k. I t home hung 
out, relaxe an J ·1 
C lIege bask t all and 
that's just ab ut it." 
ChrL Barnum '10 
"I went to a ouple of 
Bryant~B ntley game 
and visited a 1 vely girl 
from Long Island." 
Trevor Hambright '08 
"I'm not going to be excit~ 
ing; Ionlyw t m 
and worked." 
Erica Lawton '09 
